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Sammanfattning
Detta examensarbete är ett produktutvecklingsprojekt som har utförts på beställning av St. Jude
Medical. Syftet med projektet har varit att undersöka och förbättra den klämprocess som skapar ett
klämförband på pacemakerelektroder. Processen sammanfogar tre komponenter genom klämning
och detta sker idag med en pneumatisk klämtång. Denna process är mycket operatörsberoende och
ett antal förbättringsområden finns.
Projektet har fokuserat på att nå upp till de listade kraven som, i samarbete med St Jude Medical,
tagits fram för att förbättra den befintliga processen. En grundlig förstudie genomfördes där
företagets befintliga klämprocess med tillhörande klämtång och olika klämtekniker på marknaden
undersöktes. Arbetet har skett i nära samarbete med elektrodutvecklingsavdelningen på St Jude
Medical. Deras behov och önskemål har integrerats i arbetet genom en kravorienterad
produktutveckling.
Projektets mål var att ta fram en intelligent klämtång som skulle inkludera funktioner som
möjliggör kvalitetssäkring av det utförda klämförbandet.
Projektet resulterade i en klämtångsprototyp med avseende att minimera operatörsberoendet i
klämprocessen samt eventuellt en möjlighet att reducera behovet av stickprovskontroller.
Prototypen drivs av en reglerbar elektrisk servomotor med positionsfeedback. Prototypen
kontrollerar klämdjup, klämkraft, elektrodposition samt att alla komponenter i förbandet är på plats.
Efter genomförd klämning ges kvittens till operatören huruvida klämning var godkänd eller ej. Ett
PC-interface gör processövervakning och manuella verktygsinställningar möjligt. Tången sparar
klämdata för varje utförd klämning och möjliggör således processpårbarhet.
Slutsatsen av arbetet är att St Jude Medical bör vidareutveckla konceptet med en intelligent
klämtång. Prototypen visar att det finns stora möjligheter att förbättra dagens klämprocess genom
att ersätta den befintliga klämtången.
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Abstract
This Master Thesis is a product development project commissioned by St. Jude Medical. The
purpose has been to investigate and improve a crimp process which creates a crimp connection on
the pacemaker lead. This process joins three components together, currently using a pneumatic
crimp tool. This process is highly operator dependant and there are numerous fields of possible
improvements.
The focus of this project has been to meet the requirements, regarding improvement of the existing
crimp process, which were listed in cooperation with St. Jude Medical. A thorough pre study was
conducted where the existing crimp process and tool, along with other crimp techniques on the
market were investigated. The work was carried out in close cooperation with the leads
development team at St. Jude Medical. Their thoughts and demands have been integrated trough a
requirement oriented development process.
The goal of this project was to develop an “intelligent” crimp tool that should be equipped with
functions which allow quality control of the work performed.
The project resulted in a prototype for a new crimp tool, which shall minimize operator dependence
in the crimp process and possibly reduce the need of judgment samples. The prototype is power by
an electric servo motor with position feedback. The prototype measures crimp depth, crimp force,
lead position and controls that all components in the crimp connection is present. By analyzing
these parameters, the tool is able to give a quittance to the operator whether or not the crimp was
approved. A PC interface makes process monitoring and manual tool settings possible. The crimp
tool saves crimp data for every executed crimp connection which enables process traceability.
The conclusion of this project is that St. Jude Medical should take the concept of an intelligent
crimp tool further. The prototype shows great possibilities to improve the crimp process by
replacing the existing crimp tool.
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1 Introduction
The pacemaker is a Swedish innovation by doctor and inventor Rune Elmqvist. The first pacemaker
surgery took place on the 8th of October in 1958, performed by surgeon Åke Senning. The patients
name was Arne Larsson, who later in his life ended up with a total of 26 different pacemaker
implants and reached the age of 86.
A lot have happened in the pacemaker industry since the year 1958. The pacemaker is a highly
complex product and every implanted piece is modified for the specific patient. The need for
product quality is higher in this industry then most others and there is no room for mistakes or flaws
in the manufacturing of the product.
This master’s thesis is a product development project for the medtech company St. Jude Medical
(SJM). The project aims to ensure mistake proof manufacturing of a specific part of the pacemaker.
In order to achieve this, a new and specifically designed tool will be developed.

1.1

The company: St. Jude Medical

St. Jude Medical was founded in Minnestota,1976, and the company develops medical technology
and services that focus on putting more control into the hands of those who treat cardiac,
neurological and chronic pain patients worldwide. The company is dedicated to advancing the
practise of medicine by reducing risk wherever possible and contributing to successful outcomes for
every patient. The compnay headquartered is located in St. Paul, Minnesota, St Jude Medical
employs approximately 14,000 people worldwide and has four major focus areas that include:
cardiac rhythm management, atrial fibrilation, cardiovascular and neuromodulation.
In Veddesta, Järfälla, around 750 people work within the cardiac rhytm management division
focused on pacemaker and pacemaker/brady leads production & development, software
development, research, product support, sales and distribution.
1.1.1

The department: Leads Production & Development

The master’s thesis is done within the Leads Production & Development department in Veddesta,
Järfälla. This is one of many departments in the Veddesta division, which is the European
headquarters of St. Jude Medical. The department is responsible for the development of the
pacemaker lead and the process in which it is being manufactured.
In addition to this there is also lead manufacturing, working two shifts, at the site. This provides
profitable collaboration opportunities between the development and manufacturing departments.

1.2

The product: Pacemaker

The pacemaker is a small implantable device that sends electrical pulses to the heart whenever it
senses that the heartbeat is to slow or irregular.
The pacemaker consists of three main parts; the pulse generator, the programmer and the pacing
lead, see Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 - The pacemaker: pulse generator, programmer and the pacing lead. [F1]

The Figure above shows two leads, but implantations with only one lead is also very common.
When the surgery is performed the pulse generator is implanted just below the skin near the
collarbone. What connects the pulse generator to the heart is the lead, which is a thin wire of
different components. The lead passes through a large vein and enters the heart through the right
atrium. In most cases, the lead is fastened in the cardiac wall in the right ventricle, see Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 - The pacemaker and the lead (x2), implanted in the body. [F2]

1.2.1

The pulse generator and the programmer

The electrical pulse generator stimulates the heart and make it beat
probably, see Figure 1.3.
The battery takes about half the physical size of the device and the
rest consists of numerous electric components containing the
patient specific software.
Since this master’s thesis does not deal with any part of the pulse
generator or the programmer, this piece of equipment will not be
further defined.
2

Figure 1.3 - The pulse generator.
[F3]

1.2.2

The lead

The lead is the part of the pacemaker which is actually in
contact with the heart. When implanting the lead, the
surgeon forces the lead through the vain towards the heart.
This demands high flexibility, low friction and smoothness
of the lead in order to avoid injuring the vein or the heart.
When the lead is inside the heart it must be fastened in the
cardiac wall and this demands specific mechanical solutions
to be executed. These are only a few of the problems which
have forced the lead to develop into a very complex product.
The lead is shown in Figure 1.4.
The focus of this project is the end part of the lead, marked
(A). This is a so called connector pin which is joined with the
rest of the assembly with a crimp connection.
At each end of the lead there is a connector, one that
connects the lead to the pacemaker and one active end that is
attached to the inner cardiac wall. Depending on the lead
model, different techniques are used to attach the active end
to the inner cardiac wall. The most commonly used is the
corkscrew helix, as seen in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 - The lead.

The center part of the lead which transfer the signals between the heart and the pacemaker consist
of four layers; an outer insulation layer, an outer coil, an inner insulation layer and an inner coil, see
Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 - Cross section of the lead. [F1]

The outer coil is used to transfer signals from the heart to the pacemaker, monitoring heart activity.
The inner coil is transferring signals used to stimulate the heart, making it beat properly. The inner
coil is also able to rotate inside the lead and this function is used when fastening the lead in the
cardiac wall. The surgeon rotates the connector pin marked (A) in Figure 1.4, the inner coil
transfers the torque to a helix on the other side of the lead, marked (B) in Figure 1.4, and the lead is
fastened. The helix is also seen in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6 - The helix which is fastened in the cardiac wall. [F1]

The part of the lead which this project is focused on is the end of the lead, marked (A) in Figure 1.7,
which is connected to the pulse generator.

Figure 1.7 - The lead and pacemaker connection. [F4]

The lead transfers electrical signals both ways, from and to the heart. The pacemaker lead
connection is called the connector pin and in the manufacturing process this component is jointed
together with two other parts through a crimp connection. This crimp connection is performed to
join the connector pin, the inner coil and the crimp core together. The connection must ensure
electrical conductivity between the connector pin and the coil, and be strong enough to transfer the
torque needed to rotate the helix, as well as withstand a certain amount of axial load.

1.3

Problem Background

The pacemaker lead is manufactured out of more than 20 different components. They are of
different metallic and polymeric materials and are jointed together through laser welding, gluing
and crimping, where the latter is the one focused on in this project. The manufacturing is performed
by operators and all tools used are manually controlled. Because of this there are great requirements
of accuracy and quality assurance.
A dysfunctional joint would make the connection in the lead unreliable and the lead could lose its
functionality. The worst case scenario occurs if this kind of flaws passes through the production
unnoticed and the product is delivered.
In the current manufacturing process at St. Jude, every step in the assembly is quality controlled by
the operator performing the specific assembly step as well as the operator at the next coming
assembly station. Since this quality control is done through manual visual inspection, using a
microscope, mistakes can occur due to the human factor. In addition to this inspection a pull test is
performed twice every shift to ensure the quality of the crimp connection.
An ideal crimp process should not only perform a correct crimp, but in addition to this give
feedback of the work performed, as well as being mistake proof. This would reduce the dependency
of the operator quality control.
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1.4

The task

This project undertakes the development of a new crimp process for the manufacturing of
pacemaker leads connectors. The project aims to achieve a controlled crimp process which does not
depend as much on the operator as the current process.
To solve the problem with a crimp tool and a process which is not optimized, a prototype of a new
crimp tool shall be developed and be delivered to St. Jude at the end of the project. There will be
one copy of the prototype, but it will, if proven successful, be built in more copies to be
implemented in the production line.
In addition to the prototype this report is written to document the project and to elucidate the crimp
process problem.

1.5

Project goal

The goal of this project is to develop an “intelligent” crimp tool to perform a crimp connection on
the connector pin of the pacemaker lead. The tool shall be equipped with functions which allow
quality control of the work performed.

1.6

Approach

This master thesis has been using dynamic development methods throughout the entire project. This
means that the goal was not to develop a certain product determined before the project start, but
instead to solve a number of problems the best way possible. [1]
This agile development method relies on a close cooperation with the project client in every phase
of the project. Therefore, short meetings with people from the leads development team were held on
weekly basis, making sure the development is in accordance with the vision of the client.
1.6.1

Project plan

Before the project start, a rough project plan was set up by St Jude Medical, dividing the project
into five phases;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Study of existing crimp process
Study of other crimp processes, globally
Concept development
Prototyping
Documentation

These five phases were used as a reference when the final project plan was written in the beginning
of the project, see Appendix 1 – Gantt. The five phases were bound to dates throughout the project
and worked as milestones that facilitated the more detailed planning.
Near zone planning were used, planning the upcoming two to three weeks in detail while the
following period where more roughly planned with major milestones and deadlines only. Because
of this, the consequences of unanticipated changes in the project can be integrated in the planning
[1].
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To keep track of all the different tasks in the near zone plan a visual communication system was
built including a large board with a horizontal timeline and a vertical “degree of readiness” axis
where the different tasks could be placed.
1.6.2

Undertaking the problem

To get a greater understanding of the problem and the existing crimp process interviews were held
with people involved in the process, internally with the client and externally with people in the
industry. To understand this specific crimp process interviews with lead developers, process
developers and operators were held. This was done both individually and in groups where the
participants were encouraged to brainstorm around the problems concerning the existing crimp
process. Interviews were also held with the existing crimp tool’s representative [2] to get a better
understanding for the crimp tool market and existing techniques. The information gathered from
these interviews is presented in chapter 2. Pre-Study.
1.6.3

Module based problem solving

For better structure during the concept development phase, the problem was divided into modules,
described in chapter 5.1 Concepts and modules. Brainstorming sessions were held with leads
development team to generate solution to their point of view of the problem. The results from these,
and the brainstorming sessions including the project group only, are presented in chapter 5.1
Concepts and modules where existing solutions to each module are examined.
The project group functioned as moderators helping the participants of the sessions to focus on each
module independently.
1.6.4

Resources

The project is financed by St Jude Medical with an initial budget of 100 000 SEK. St Jude also
provided a project room and a lab in their facilities in Järfälla outside Stockholm. The in-house tool
shop, equipped with two full time mechanics, a large scale CNC cutter and a large variety of
materials and tools were free to use throughout the project.
Competence from the leads development team at St Jude Medical and from various persons at the
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm was also used to complete the project.
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2 Pre-study
The undertaken pre-study is primarily based on the existing solution combined with a short
overview of other techniques. The main reason for this is the quite limited amount of literature
available. The following section gives an overview of the tool currently used by SJM followed by a
detailed description of the crimp connection which is the focus of this thesis. A brief summary of
the performed market analysis of existing crimp techniques is also presented.

2.1

Existing crimp tool

The crimp tool is designed to join the connector pin, the coil and the crimp core together, see Figure
2.1. These components are described in detail later in this chapter.

Figure 2.1 - From left; Crimp core, inner coil and connector pin.

The tools used today are pneumatic, 4-point indent crimp tools, produced by Daniels Manufacturing
Corporation (DMC) in Orlando, Florida. The essential parts of the crimp tool are shown in Figure
2.2.

Figure 2.2 - The existing crimtool; closed, opened and the locatorstop.

To axially position the lead correctly a locator stop (A) is placed underneath the indent holder (B).
When air is applied through the inlet, activated by a foot pedal, the pressure in the chamber forces
the piston forward. The piston is connected to a brick (C) with a guide track (D). In this guide track,
a wheel bearing (E) attached to the cam (F) is placed, see Figure 2.3. When the brick is moving
forward, the guide track forces the cam to rotate around the crimp center (G). The indent holder is
static and prevents the indents from rotating. The shape of the cam’s inner surface (H) transforms
7

the rotating movement of the cam to a linear movement of the indents. This is illustrated in Figure
2.3, and this crimp technique will from now on be referred to as a rotational crimp.

Figure 2.3 - The cam, which can turn around its center of rotation (D), pushing the indents together.

To make sure that the crimp tool reaches a predefined crimp depth a T-shaped block (I) works as a
physical stop for the brick, as seen in figure 2.4. As soon as the air inflow is closed, the springs
inside the cylinder returns the entire crimp tool to its starting position, as seen in Figure 2.4.
These tools have been used by SJM for the last ten years and are still delivering a high quality
crimp execution. Although, when the tool is delivered from supplier there are a lot of adjustments
and settings to be done before the tool can be taken into the
assembly line.
The indents used in the assembly line are not the ones being
delivered with the crimp tool. Indents are specially made for the
specific diameter of the connector pin. They are placed in the
indent barrel to their furthest extent. Once pushed together in the
middle, a hole which matches the crimp depth is made through an
electrical discharge machining (EDM). Since there is a small play
between the indents and the indent holder, the indents must be
placed at the exact same position as they held during the EDM.
This means that indents must be ordered in entire sets which are
quite expensive. The indents usually last for about one year before
they need replacement.
Once the right indents are in place the crimp depth must be set and
is done by placing a mechanical stop inside the crimp tool, se
Figure 2.4. This stop is adjusted to reach desired crimp depth by
placing thin bricks between the stop and the inner frame. This is a
very time consuming task since the tool must be opened, adjusted,
closed and then tested, usually numerous times, before desired
crimp depth is reached.
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Figure 2.4- Opened tool, showing the
physical stop

Since the crimp tool is pneumatic, the indents hit the connector pin fast and hard, creating more of a
hammering effect than a slow squeezing effect. The air pressure used to execute the crimp is 5,5 6,5 bar and this number also varies depending on the dimension of the hose connected to the crimp
tool. In addition to this there are losses due to friction and this makes it hard to estimate the crimp
force applied to the connector pin.
As already mentioned, the crimp process is dependent on the operator who makes the assembly and
executes the crimp. Due to this, there are cases where problems occur because of the human factors.
These errors are not frequent but in products like a pacemaker an error could have devastating
consequences. The most common problem is either that one of the components is missing or
misplaced when the crimp is executed, or that a lead goes through the process without being
crimped. Hopefully errors like these are discovered later in the assembly line.

2.2

Crimp connection

The crimp connection which this project aims to improve is a connection of three components. The
connection is made to guarantee electric conductivity and to hold for axial load. The current crimp
connection on the pacemaker lead is of good quality and fulfills the connection requirements if the
crimp execution is performed properly.
The components
The connector pin, see Table 2.1, is the part of the pacemaker lead which is connected to the pulse
generator. The connector pin is IS-1 standard which is used in most pacemakers on the market.
The coil, see Table 2.1, is a component which can rotate inside the lead and makes it possible for
the surgeon to fasten the lead on the inside of the cardiac wall by transferring a torque from the
connector pin to a helix screw in the other end of the lead. This component also electrically
connects the heart with the pacemaker.
There are two different types of coils, an active and a passive one. These are used for different lead
models. The active coil is slightly thicker and can transfer larger torque
The crimp core, see Table 2.1, is the part that support the coil from within the lead when the crimp
is executed. This is to make sure that the connector pin and the coil have a radial counter-force.
The crimp support stylet, see Table 2.1, is the part that support the crimp core from the center of the
lead during the crimp execution. This is to make sure that it has a radial counter-force. This part is
shaped like a long string and is not a part of the final product. After the crimp connection is
complete the operator pulls this component out of the lead.
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Table 2.1 - The components in the crimp connection.

The Connector pin

The coil

Length: 14,5 mm , max diameter: 1,59 mm
The crimp core

Length: ~1000 mm, max diameter: 0,71mm
The crimp support stylet

Length: 85 mm , max diameter: 0,44mm

Length: 3,1 mm, max diameter: 0,8mm
The crimp connection assembly

The crimp connection with all included components (the crimp support stylet is removed) is showed
in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 - Cross section of the crimp connection.

When the crimp is executed the connector pin and the coil suffers heavy plastic deformation. The
crimp depth used today has been developed through empiric testing.

2.3

The existing crimp process

The crimp connection is performed to make sure that the inner coil is attached to the connector pin
and ensures electric conductivity. The crimp tool currently used is a four-indent crimp where the
crimp force is applied symmetrically from four directions.
The crimp process can be described in seven steps:
1. The crimp core is placed within the coil.
2. The coil, with the crimp core inside, is placed inside the connector pin.
3. A crimp support stylet is placed inside the crimp core.
4. The entire assembly is placed in the crimp tool.
5. The operator executes the crimp.
6. The crimp support stylet is removed from the assembly.
After the crimp is performed the operator makes a visual control of the crimp connection, making
sure that the crimp has been executed by locating the marks which the indents made on the surface
of the connector pin. Another visual control is performed by the operator on the next station in the
assembly line. Before the lead leaves the assembly line, conductivity and resistance test is
performed for every single lead.
To ensure that the crimp tool executes a correct crimp connection a judgment sample is taken twice
every work shift where a destructive pull test is performed. The pull test pulls the coil and connector
pin apart in axial direction, and should hold for at least 14 N to meet the FDA requirements.
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2.3.1

Areas of possible improvements

In summary, the following areas can be improved:
The crimp tool






Expensive and special made indents.
Free motion margin where the indents are placed in the tool, leading to uncertainties.
Complicated maintenance of the crimp tool.
Powered by pneumatics, making it difficult to achieve the same crimp force every time.
The tool needs lipid lubricants which must not come in contact with the lead.

The crimp process










2.4

Operator dependant crimp execution, since the components are manually put in position.
No verification that all components are in the assembly before the crimp is executed.
No verification that all components are in the right place when the crimp is executed.
Only manual visual quality control of every single crimp.
No verification that every lead in a batch has been crimped.
Irregular crimp force.
No measurement of the crimp force.
No measurement of the crimp depth.
No traceability or documentation in the production database of the crimp process.

Other existing crimping solutions

The majority of the existing crimp tools are used within the cabling
industry. When manufacturing cabling, most of the connections are
made through crimping and therefore a lot of the crimping tools on the
market are designed for this specific task.
2.4.1

Different types of crimping tools

There are roughly 3 types of crimp tools on the market.

Figure 2.6 - Hand help crimp
tool.[F5]

Hand held
Hand held crimp tools are mainly used for cabling and are designed to be mobile,
see Figure 2.6. These tools create a crimp connection matching a preset crimp
depth through manual power.
Semi automatic loose terminals
Semi automatic loose terminals are powered by electricity, pneumatics or
hydraulics, see Figure 2.7. When using these types of terminals, the components
which are about to be connected, are manually positioned in the crimping tool.
This makes the process operator dependent and due to this they are rarely used in
mass production. The crimp tools currently used at SJM are of this type.
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Figure 2.7 - Semi
automatic crimp terminal.
[F6]

Reeled terminals
Reeled terminals are fed from a reel and the process is semi- or fully automatic, see Figure 2.8.
These terminals are often used in mass production of cabling. The complexities of these machines
are far greater than for the other two types of crimp tools. They are of much bigger size but include
features such as automatic cable feeding, crimp force monitoring, quality assurance etc.

Figure 2.8 - Reeled crimp terminal. [F6]

2.4.2

The crimp design

There are two main categories of designs, open or closed barrel and it refers to the shape of the
crimp tool.
With closed barrel, the crimp portion of the crimp tool is shaped like a fully closed cylinder. One
type of this design is the four-indent crimp tool which is currently used by SJM. The rotational
crimp design used in the current crimp tool has been used in the industry for the last 30 years. [2]
Open barrel terminals are shaped like the letter “U”, where the wire or components are placed, and
the force is applied from the open side. A hand held tool with an open barrel is shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9 - Open barrel. [F7]

This type of crimp is mainly used for cable crimping. Open barrel terminals are easier to automate
and are therefore more used in mass production.
2.4.3

Crimp Quality Assurance

A number of possibilities to determine the quality of a crimp connection are available, but they are
primarily developed for mass production and implemented in big terminals. There is a type of
equipment called Crimp Force Monitoring (CFM) which is an in-process quality control of the
crimping force. It measures the force in one dimension using a piezoelectric force sensor placed
under the applicator in the terminal.
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These systems are sensitive enough to detect as few as one strand missing in a wire. The CFM
compares the crimp force to a preset reference force and can stop the production if the force varies
too much. Some systems can also measure crimp depth and save crimp information to the
production data system.
2.4.4

Pre-study conclusion

There are several alternatives to create a crimp connection but the requested validation, from SJM,
cannot be achieved with the existing solutions on the market. Since the products equipped with
crimp quality assurance systems are developed for mass production of cabling they do not fit the
purpose of this project.
The tool used at St. Jude Medical is a four-indent crimp tool and there is no such tool with built in
force monitoring on the market. Neither is there a market demand for this type of application. When
using hand held tools or semi automatic loose terminals, cabling manufacturers mostly settles for
judgment sample tests such as destructive pull test and crimp depth measurement.
There is a lack of in-process quality control of crimp connections at the market today. The need for
modification of an existing product or a development of a new crimping tool, to satisfy the
requirements from SJM, is obvious.
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3 Specification of requirements
In order to define the project, requirements and boundaries are set up.
The specification of requirements has been divided into two parts where the requirements classified
as must include measurable requirements that is essential to the project. The requirements under
should are more difficult to measure and/or adds a desired, yet not essential, feature that could be
added if time permits.
Must














The crimp connection must be able to hold a axial load of 14 N.
Maximum tool weight of 7 kg.
All used materials must be approved to be used in SJM’s clean rooms class 71.
Maintenance free in regard to lipid lubricants.
Control of crimp depth.
Control of applied crimp force.
Able to control that all components of the crimp is present.
Crimp cannot be executed if the lead is not correctly positioned.
0,5 – 3 mm diametrical crimp area.
Quittance to operator for correct executed crimp.
Lead time (from correct positioned lead to executed crimp) no more than 5 sec.
Crimp force and crimp depth saved to memory for every executed crimp.
A stylet crimp support must be placeable in fixture and removable from lead after executed
crimp.

Should







Designed for Maintenance (DFM).
Adjustable crimp depth.
Leads cannot continue through the process until all leads in a batch is crimped.
Data logging integrated with PrC2.
Connect saved data to specific lead through ID-tracking.
Real time visualization of crimp data.

To ensure that time and resources are prioritized correctly, a clear project boundary must be
defined.
The Project does not include





1
2

Elements involving anything else than the crimp process.
Design and construction of more than one final prototype.
Validation of the prototype.
Implementation of prototype in the assembly line.
Modification of existing lead components.

Less than 350 000 airborne particles/ . Particle size smaller than 0,5 µm.
Production Center (PrC) is the information system used in the lead manufacturing.
15
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4 Preliminary tests of crimp process
Before entering the concept development phase it is vital to know every aspect of the problem and
to examine different solution hypothesizes. Therefore additional studies were performed in order to
further understand the crimp process, included components and possible solutions for the prototype.

4.1

Force / Crimp depth test

The crimp force and crimp depth are requested parameters to be measured in the prototype.
Therefore a test was performed to investigate how these two vary during the execution of the crimp.
This was also a quick way to measure the crimp force needed. The magnitude of the crimp force is
important to know when different power sources are to be investigated.
4.1.1

Preparations and hypothesis

In order to perform a quick and accurate test the currently used crimp tool was disassembled and a
test rig was designed, see Figure 4.1. The main parts of the tool (A) were mounted on the test rig
and instead of using pneumatics, the pull tester worked as power source
(B). By using a special made shaft (C) the force could be transmitted to
the crimp tool.
Since the pull tester gives position feedback as well as load over time the
crimp execution could be thorough investigated.
The test hypothesis was that the crimp force should differ depending on
whether or not all components were present in the assembly. If this turned
out to be true, the assurance of a complete assembly could be made
through analyzes of the crimp force and crimp depth. Therefore the crimp
was executed with different types of assemblies, see below, in order to
compare the crimp force of different cases.
4.1.2

Performing the test

The test was done by performing the following crimp executions:





15 complete assemblies - active coil
(connector pin, active coil, crimp core and crimp support stylet)
15 incomplete assemblies - active coil
(connector pin, passive coil and crimp support stylet)
10 complete assemblies - passive coil
(connector pin, active coil, crimp core and crimp support stylet)
10 incomplete assemblies - passive coil
(connector pin, active coil and crimp support stylet)

Figure 4.1, The test rig. Pull
tester and main parts of the
crimp tool.

Since there are two types of coils for different types of lead models, both of these assemblies were
tested with and without crimp core.
Every crimp was dragged to the same specific position, using the pull testers built in position
system. Information about crimp force, depth and duration of the crimp was monitored and saved.
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4.2

Test results

The test results proved the hypothesis to be correct since there was a significant variation in crimp
force with different assemblies. Graph 4.1 shows the contraction force from the pull tester, over
position.

Active coil, with crimp core
Active coil, without Crimp core
Passive coil, with crimp core
Passive coil, without crimp core

Graph 4.1- Mean value of crimp force over position during crimp execution.

When the pull tester reaches position 4,3 mm, see Graph 4.1 the crimp tool indents hit the
connector pin and the compression of the components start. When position 5,5 mm is reached, the
crimp core also starts to compress resulting in a higher crimp force. From this position the force
needed to execute the crimp is far higher when a crimp core is present then when it is not.
In this test the crimp depth was far greater than needed for an approved crimp connection. Referring
to the positions in the graphs (position of the pull tester), a well performed crimp would stop at
about 6,5 mm. At this position there were great differences in crimp force depending on assembly.
Notice that the force from the pull tester rotates the cam which moves the indents, see chapter 2.1
Existing crimp tool. This means that the crimp is actually executed by the torque, around the center
of rotation of the cam, created from this transmission. Therefore, the crimp force is recalculated to a
torque in the data from the test which follows below.



A well performed crimp requires 20 Nm around the center of rotation in the current crimp
tool.
A crimp connection of the type mentioned above withstands 154 N in axial pull test
(requirements are 14 N).
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4.3

Removing the crimp core and executing a crimp to the correct crimp depth results in 4 Nm
less needed torque than a proper assembled one.

Test Conclusion

The test shows that not only should the crimp force and depth be monitored in the purpose of saving
crimp data, but the parameters can also be used in order to ensure a correct crimp. Analyzing this
data tells whether or not the assembly is complete and comparing the values to a reference curve
guarantees an accurate crimp. Another important aspect of this test was that the required crimp
force needed to execute a correct crimp connection was measured.
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5 Concept development
The method for the concept development
was an iteration of generating, evaluating
and sorting out concepts. Every iteration
was therefore started with the concepts
generated, evaluated and sorted out from the
previous iteration. With every iteration, the
concepts and the new ideas concerned more
and more specific and detailed solutions,
illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 - Concept Development Funnel. [3]

5.1 Concepts and modules
In order to meet the requirements, specified in chapter 3. Specification of requirements, a number of
specific problems are found which needs to be solved. These problems can, in a structured order, be
separated from each other.
Dividing the problem into smaller parts, called modules, results in a better overview of the project
and a more structured way of working. Figure 5.2 shows a Product Break-down Structure [1] with
potential concepts for every module.

Figure 5.2 - Product Breakdown Structure.
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These modules can be focused on independently and this increases the ability to think creative
around a specific problem. Focus could easily be lost if all problems are approached at the same
time.
The following sections in this chapter give an overview of every module. The problems and benefits
for every module are defined and possible concepts and techniques are presented.
5.1.1

Powering the crimp execution

There are a lot of different ways to perform the actual crimp. The huge majority of the crimp tools
provided by suppliers today are pneumatic crimpers, see 2.4 Other existing crimp solutions, but
there might be benefits in using other power sources.
Pneumatics actuators
Pneumatic driven crimp tools are widely used and can generate a huge crimp force in short time.
Due to the short execution time it can be difficulties monitoring the applied crimp force.
The concept is based on the current crimp tool and the geometry of the crimp and the pneumatic
force are the same, see Chapter 2.1 Existing crimp tool. This crimp process creates a reliably crimp
connection and adding measurement equipment would make a complete solution. Thought,
problems could occur since the crimp execution is rapid and the execution is more of a hammering
effect than a slow and controlled crimp.
Electric actuators
Using an electric motor provides the opportunity to monitor a more
controlled crimp process. For instance the crimp depth could be
programmable instead of depending on a mechanical stop.
The motor can be linear or rotary with different transmission designs,
in order to execute the crimp.
Rotational
This concept uses an electrical motor and the components are crimped
by using the rotational crimp technique. Since this geometry is proven
to give a high-quality crimp connection this assumes to be profitable.
The torque needed to rotate the cam is produced by an electric motor
and is transmitted through cog wheels with a high degree of efficiency,
see Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3 - The four indent
crimp, powered by a cog
This solution gives room for features such as programmable crimp depth as
wheel transmission.
well as a slow and controlled crimp execution which facilitates force
measuring. Position feedback from the motor could be used to calculate the crimp depth.

Linear
This concept uses a linear actuator which will apply force, on to the crimp connection, from one
direction only. The crimp geometry is inspired from the cabling industry where the components are
placed in an open barrel. The crimp is executed with a tool that applies the force from the open end
of the barrel, see Figure 5.4.
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The design of the barrel can vary, and different designs can provide
different benefits. To save time and resources these barrel design
concepts were kept at a basic stage in this phase. They were to be further
investigated and developed in case of further work with the linear crimp
concepts.
This concept enables features such as programmable crimp depth, a slow
and controlled crimp execution and adjustable crimp depth.
5.1.2

Figure 5.4 - Linear and open
barrel crimp.

Force measurement

Measuring the crimp force is a reliably way to ensure quality in the crimp and there are different
solutions to do this.
Piezoelectric sensor
These sensors convert pressure, acceleration, strain or force to an electrical signal. The sensors are
made out of materials such as quartz crystal or piezoelectric ceramics etc, which produces an
electrical output when there is a change in load. Though the fact that the sensors react to
compression, they show almost zero deflection. [4]
A linear crimp movement would enable beneficial placement of this type of sensor.
Piezoresistive sensor
As their name implies, these sensors change resistance when pressure is applied. Piezoresistive
sensors are made of semiconductor materials which allow this feature, and the difference in
resistance is easily measured by translating it to voltage. [5]
Strain gauge – metal foil
These sensors react to the strain of an object. Conceptually a strain
gage is simple a resistive element that is stretched when strained. The
most common type is made from thin metal foil grids and as the
object is deformed, the foil is deformed, causing its electrical
resistance to change.
Strain gauges are commonly used in load cells, for measurement of
force, as well as in torque sensors, for torque measurement. [6]
Torque sensor
In the case when a rotational motor would be chosen to power the
crimp, force measurement can be done by installing a torque sensor.
The sensor can be placed in between the motor and the cog wheel
powering the movement.
The torque sensor could also be attached to the indent holder, see
Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 - Torque sensor
attached to the indent holder.

By installing the sensor this way, it would work as the counter force which keeps the indent holder
in position. The load which affects the sensor would be proportional to the crimp force.
Current consumption measurement
It is possible to measure the torque created by an electric motor by measuring the motor’s current
consumption. The current needed to power the motor is directly proportional to the torque created.
The current consumption can be read by measuring the voltage over a known resistance on the
motor current input.
5.1.3

Crimp depth measurment

One way to secure a correct crimp is to measure the crimp depth of every lead. If this is not to be
done manually, with a micrometer, some sort of automatic equipment is needed.
Direct measurement
Direct measurement of the crimp depth can be performed in different ways. The position of the
actual indents can be monitored and give information of the material deformation. Another way is
to measure the actual crimp depth after the crimp is executed, for example by using visual
techniques.
Indirect measurement
With known gear ratio between the power source and the indents, the crimp depth can be calculated
by monitoring the position of a specific moving part. For example, the position of the indents is
directly relative to the number of rotations of an electrical motor.
A linear or rotary potentiometer can be used for position measurement. These sensors measure
either the linear movement causing the crimp, or the rotational movement of the motor.
5.1.4

Control of complete assembly

There should not be any cases where a lead is allowed to pass through the crimp processes without
being controlled that all components is a part of, and properly positioned in, the assembly. This
control should not depend on manual inspection but should be integrated in the system.
Visual control
Different visual techniques can be used to control the assembly. Examples of these are image
recognition through the use of ordinary photography, laser, x-ray etc.
Mechanical control
To ensure that all components are in the assembly different mechanical solutions can be used. For
example; the fixture could be designed to fit only if all components are present, or other parameters
such as crimp depth or force can be measured and indirect tell whether or not the assembly is
complete.
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5.1.5

Crimp executed for every single lead

The leads are manufactured in batches of approximately ten leads per batch and there should be a
control that every single lead has been crimped before the batch moves on along the assembly line.
Counter
Counting the number of performed crimps and matching this number with the number of leads in
every batch ensures that every lead has been crimped. For instance, this could be done by saving the
crimp data (crimp force and depth) and thereby obtain the number of performed crimps. This makes
sure that the counter does not register a crimp execution without a lead in the tool.
ID tracker
In order to guarantee the crimp of a specific individual lead there must be some sort of ID tracking
system. Every lead has a serial number but there is no system to identify the leads in the
manufacturing process. The identification first occurs when the final packing is made and this is
performed by an image recognition system.
If this kind of identification could be done when the crimp is executed, the crimp data could be
stored for, and connected to, every specific lead and the crimp traceability would increase
significantly. The current image recognition system at SJM is to slow and to large in physical size
to be implemented in the process but the reading of lead ID could be performed in other ways. For
instance bar codes or 2D tags could be printed on the lead labels and be read with scanners. There
are different solutions for this and the market offers numerous products which could work. This
demands a new label on the lead, which is a component outside the project boundaries.
5.1.6

Correct positioning of the lead

To make sure the crimp connection is correctly performed, the lead should not be able to vary in
position during the crimp execution. If so, variation between different crimp connections could
occur. This would make quality assurance less reliable. There are different ways to locate the lead
and to make sure the lead is correctly inserted and correctly positioned in the crimp tool.
Since a crimp support stylet is needed in the crimp execution it will put the lead in a correct radial
position. The concepts presented in this module will therefore focus on the axial position of the
lead.
Light sensor
To correctly position the lead, a light sensor and an emitting diode could work as a
“light gate” which has to be closed to execute the crimp. If this light gate is
screened and placed in the crimp hole it could make sure the lead reaches all the
way down to the physical stop before the crimp is carried out, see Figure 5.6.
Light sensors are cheap and very accurate.
Ultrasonic sensor
Instead of using light, to sense the position of the lead, sound can be used in a similar
way. By installing an ultrasonic transmitter and receiver at the bottom of the fixture
these can be calibrated to indicate when the lead is in position, see Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6 - Sound or
light sensor installed
in the bottom of the
locator stop.

Electric contact areas
To ensure that the connector pin is in contact with the bottom of the locator stop electric contact
areas could be placed inside the stop cylinder, see Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 - Electric contact areas on the inside of the locator stop.

When the electrical loop is closed the connector pin is in the right
position.
Inductive sensors
The inductive sensors measures the distance to objects without coming
in contact with them. They respond to change in magnetic field and
react only to metal objects. If this sensor is sensitive enough it could be
placed under the crimp barrel, indicating the distance to the lead, and
thereby controlling the lead´s axial position, see Figure 5.8.
Laser, outside crimp barrel
Since there is great lack of space to place measurement equipment in
the bottom of the locator stop, this concepts measures the position of the
so called inner ring, located at the end of the connector pin, see Figure
5.8.

Figure 5.8 - Inductive sensor,
placed under the locator stop.

This inner ring is a part of the lead which is called connector boot.
The purpose of the ring is to act as a sealing zone when the connector
pin is inserted in the pulse generator. The ring prevents body liquids
to enter the contact zone between the connector pin and the pulse
generator. This ring is always located at the exact same distance from
the connector pin.
By positioning the inner ring correctly, the connection pin is also
positioned in the bottom of the locator stop. Accurate laser sensors
can be used to indicate the position of the rubber rings. Through
beam lasers exist of one transmitter and one receiver. The receiver
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Figure 5.9 - A laser which indicates
the position of the inner ring.

registers if, and how much, the beam has been intercepted. There is a large radial size difference
when the inner ring enters the beam. Therefore it should be possible to register the lead position if
the laser beam is calibrated to just that height above the bottom of the crimp hole.

5.2

Concept evaluation

The different concepts for every module have been thoroughly analyzed and evaluated in order to
choose the best concepts before designing the prototype.
To investigate wheatear or not a specific concept was feasible, testing of components was essential.
Testing of relatively cheap components and test that could be performed in house were carried out.
The techniques and the components that showed promising results were interesting for the final
concept. These test results will be presented in this chapter.
With the use of the test results and different evaluation methods the concepts were compared to
each other. The results of these methods and the final concept are presented in this chapter.
5.2.1

Tests

Due to the short time span of the project, only a few numbers of different techniques could be
tested.
Correct positioning of the lead
The two most promising techniques for this module were
tested.
A laser of the type through beam, see Figure 5.10, was
available at St. Jude and this laser was used for testing.
The output from the receiver is an analog signal between
0-3000 depending on how much light is intercepted from
the transmitter. Due to this functionality the volume of
the object intercepting the light can easily be measured.
Therefore the sensors can be calibrated to indicate what
part of the lead that is present between the transmitter
and the receiver.
The testing of this equipment showed promising results.
There was a distinct change in the laser output when the
inner ring entered the light beam.

Figure 5.10 - Laser sensor, thru beam. [F8]

Inductive sensor
The sensitivity of an inductive sensor, see Figure 5.11, was tested.
The output signal from the sensor varies in voltage, depending on how
much metal it detects at a certain distance from the sensor head. The lead
was slowly moved away from the sensor, and the ability to sense the small
components at a distance of 0-3 mm from the sensor head was
investigated.
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Figure 5.11 - Inductive
sensor. [F9]

Two tests were performed and the result is shown in Graph 5.1.
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Graph 5.1 - The position of the lead, presented as a variation in voltage.

The curve flats out when the lead is over 2 mm from the sensor and the resolution of voltage
difference decline. In addition to this the sensor is very sensitive to small irregular movement of the
components which makes the measuring difficult. The smooth curves above were achieved thru
mounting the lead to a fixture and very slowly moving it from the sensor. This case is not
representative for the movement of the lead when an actual crimp would be performed.
In summary, the test of the inductive sensor did not show great results. Therefore, the inductive
sensor cannot be used to detect neither a incomplete assembly nor a correct lead position.
Crimp force measurement
A test rig was set up to test the crimp abilities of
an electric powered rotational crimp, see Figure
5.12.
Force measurement was done simultaneously
through monitoring the motor current consumption
and a torque sensor.

Figure 5.12 - Preliminary test rig.

The test was done, similar to the test presented in 4. Preliminary tests of crimp process, by
performing the following crimp executions:



10 complete assemblies
(connector pin, active coil, crimp core and crimp support stylet)
10 incomplete assemblies
(connector pin, passive coil and crimp support stylet)

The test showed a significant variation of crimp force with different assemblies. The monitoring of
current consumption resulted in a more distinct variation between the two assemblies, than the
torque sensor did. The motor consumed ~13% more current when crimping a complete assembly,
compared to an assembly without crimp core.
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5.2.2

Evaluation of crimp execution concepts

There are two different power sources, electric motor or pneumatic. These powers solutions can supply two different mechanical designs for the
crimp, rotational or linear. This makes four combinations of different concepts for the crimp execution. Table 5.1 is a summary of the crimp
execution concepts, presenting advantages and disadvantages of each one.

Table 5.1 - Advantages and disadvantages of crimp execution concepts.

Name

Pneumatic powered, linear crimp

Pneumatic powered, rotational crimp



Advantages






Disadvantages





Huge crimp force.

Easy installation of both force
and
position
measuring

equipment.


Fast and relatively uncontrolled

crimp process.
Difficult to change crimp

settings without modifying the
tool.

Uncertainties in crimp geometry
might occur.

Electrical powered, linear crimp


Crimp geometry can be

designed based on the old tool.

Well known and accurate crimp
geometry for the application.
Huge crimp force.


The need for a mechanical stop.

Difficulties
to
place
measurement equipment.

Fast and relatively uncontrolled
crimp process.
Difficult to change crimp

settings without modifying the
tool.
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Position controlled motor.
Position feedback from motor.
Easy indication of force through
measurement
of
power
consumption.
Easy installation of both force
and
position
measuring
equipment.

Electrical powered, rotational crimp







Crimp depth errors could occur
due to transmission play.
The application would lead to 
short life time of the most
common linear actuators.
Uncertainties in crimp geometry
might occur.

Position controlled motor.
Position feedback from motor.
Crimp geometry designed can
be based on the old tool.
Well known and accurate crimp
geometry for the application.
Easy indication of force through
measurement
of
power
consumption.

Crimp depth errors could occur
due to transmission play.

To compare the different concepts to one another an evaluation matrix was created. This matrix, seen in Table 5.2 is a version of the Pugh matrix
[7].
Table 5.2 - Pugh matrix evaluation of crimp execution concepts.

Pugh matrix, crimp execution
Criteria
1. Feasability, power source
2. Feasability, Geometry of crimp
3. Possibility to measure possition
4. Possibility to measure force
5. Control of crimp process
6. Repetitiveness of executed crimp
7. Possibility to change crimp settings
8. Life expectancy
9. Size & wight
10. Suitable for clean room environment
11. Maintinence

Total = Σ(w1p1+…+wnpn)

Weight
(w)

Pneumatic powered,
linear crimp

Pneumatic powered,
rotational crimp

Electric powered,
linear crimp

Electric powered,
rotational crimp

Points (p):

Points (p):

Points (p):

Points (p):

14
14
12
11
9
10
5
8
4
9
4

2
1
3
3
1
2
1
3
3
2
3

2
3
1
2
2
2
1
3
3
2
3

3
1
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1

3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2

100

183

185

201

221

The different criteria were weighted with a total amount of one hundred. Feasibility, ability to measure position and force monitoring were the three
highest weighted criteria. For every criteria the different concepts were given one through three points, which works as a multiplier of the weight.
The concept with electric rotational crimp scored the best in the overall evaluation, with the highest score in all the criteria involving a controlled,
easy monitored and adjustable crimp execution.
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5.2.3

Evaluation of correct positioning of the lead concepts

Table 5.3 is a summary of the concepts for correct lead positioning, presenting advantages and disadvantages of each one.

Table 5.3 - Advantages and disadvantages of correct positioning of the lead concepts.

Name

Inductive sensor

Laser or Sound, inside crimp
barrel

Electric contact areas

Laser, outside crimp barrel


Advantages






Disadvantages

Cheap.

None contact sensor making it 
easy to place.

Cheap.
“Digital” output. Contact or no 
contact, no calibration needed.

Cheap.



Extremely tight space where the 
electrical contact areas are to be
placed.

Sensitive for dust and particles.
Hard to ensure that the whole 
connector pin is bottomed, and
not only the coil.

Extremely tight space where the
components should be installed.
Complex design of crimp barrel

or indent holder needed.
Hard to ensure that the whole
connector pin is bottomed, and
not only the coil.

Inaccurate due to the small
dimensions of the connector pin,

see 5.2.1 Concept evaluation:

Tests.
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Very accurate equipment, see
5.2.1 Concept evaluation: Tests.
Beneficial positioning above the
crimping area of the lead.
Various output signals available.

Expensive.

To compare the different concepts to one another an evaluation matrix was created. This matrix, seen in Table 5.4, is also a version of the Pugh
matrix [7].
Table 5.4 - Pugh matrix evaluation of correct positioning of the lead concepts.

Pugh matrix, crimp execution
Criteria
1. Feasability
2. Expected accuracy
3. Quittance to operator
4. Time consumpition for operator
5. Technical level (inversed)
6. Compatible with different leads
7. Life expectancy
8. Size & wight
9. Suitable for clean room environment
10. Maintinence

Total = Σ(w1p1+…+wnpn)

Weight (w)

Inductive sensor

16
15
14
7
9
8
8
7
10
6

Points (p):
2
1
3
3
1
3
2
2
3
3

100

221

Electric contact
areas

Laser or Sound,
inside crimp barrel

Laser, outside
crimp barrel

Points (p):

Points (p):
2
2
3
3
1
3
2
3
3
2

1
3
3
3
1
3
2
2
3
1

Points (p):
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
3

237

223

285

The concept scoring the highest points is the Laser, outside crimp concept. Because of the good results from tests, see 5.2.1 Concept evaluation:
Tests, the accuracy of this measuring technique is considered beneficial.
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5.3

Final concept

The concept chosen for the crimp execution was the Electrical powered, rotational crimp. Because
of this the prototype will include an electric motor which will power the crimp. The motor needs to
be software programmed in order to execute a correct crimp as well as giving position feedback for
a correct crimp depth. The crimp force will be measured indirectly with the use of a torque sensor
or by measuring the current consumption of the motor.
The concept Laser, outside crimp barrel was chosen for the positioning of the lead. The lasers will
be placed where the lead enters the crimp tool and by software analyzing the laser output signal
correct lead position will be established.
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6 Prototype
The prototype for the crimp tool is a mechatronic device with a number of built in functions and
measurement systems, see Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 - The prototype. Maximum dimensions; length: 360 mm, with: 10 mm, height: 180 mm.

The tool controls crimp depth by measuring the current consumption of the electrical motor that
powers the crimp execution. Crimp depth is monitored and adjusted by controlling the position of
the electrical motor. The correct position of the lead while crimping is guaranteed by laser sensors.
There are also a number of ways to configure and use the tool.
This chapter describes the prototype in detail. First the features are presented, describing the use
and possibilities of the tool. Secondly all the main components are presented in the hardware
chapter. This is followed by a software chapter, describing the programming and data
communication. Then the construction chapter shows where everything is placed and the design of
the mechanical parts. Last is the Function chapter which in detail describes how and why functions
are executed.

6.1

Features

This chapter introduces the prototype and describes the build in features. The tool can be used only
by using the physical unit and these features are presented in the first part of this chapter. The
second part describes the PC interface which is used for calibrations and settings.
6.1.1

Crimp Tool functions

The tool is designed to be used without the need for the operator to integrate with the pc interface.
The connected pc is only used as a control unit and to save data. Therefore all the necessary
functions for fully use of the tool can be found on the tool itself.
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Auto Crimp Switch
The crimp tool can be operated in two modes; manual
crimp mode or auto crimp mode. Auto crimp mode is
activated with the switch located on the right hand side
of the tool, see Figure 6.2.
Crimp button
The crimp button is used to execute the crimp when the
tool is set to manual crimp mode. The button is located
on the left hand side of the tool, see Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 – Left: The front of the prototype with the
auto crimp switch. Right: the crimp button and the
clamp button.

The clamp
In order for the operator to fixture the crimp support stylet in
the tool, a clamp is mounted behind the crimp barrel. The
clamp is spring loaded and is opened by holding down the
clamp button on the right hand side of the tool, see Figure
6.3.
When the clamp is open the crimp support stylet can be
replaced and when the button is released the stylet is fixed,
see Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.3 - The clamp seen from behind with
the spring showing.

This function facilitates the placement of the lead, which
makes the crimp process much easier for the operator. This
results in a more ergonomic work environment and a faster
crimp process.
Positioning the lead
The fixed crimp support stylet along with the locator stop
secures that the lead is radially centered when it enters the
crimp barrel. In addition to this there are a laser transmitter
and receiver to secure the axial positioning. The lasers are
placed on each side of the crimp barrel and detect the change
in light intensity when the lead disrupts the light, see Figure
6.5.

Figure 6.4 - A crimp support stylet fastened with
the clamp.

The lasers are configured to react only on the specific position
when the lead is at the very bottom of the locator stop. This is
possible by setting the lasers to react to the much larger inner
ring.
This function secures that the crimp cannot be executed if the
lead is not correctly positioned.
Figure 6.5 - A correctly positioned lead where the
laser illuminates the inner ring.
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The LED-display
There is a two digit LED-display placed
on the tool in order to communicate with
the operator, see Figure 6.6
This display have a number of important
functions, as described below.

The lead counter

Figure 6.6 - The prototype front with the LED display and the 2 LED
indicators.

If there are no specific function currently in action the LED-display shows the number of leads that
have not yet been crimp in the current batch. This makes it easy for the operator to keep track of the
leads in the batch. When the lead counter reaches zero, the batch is finished and the crimp cannot be
executed without entering a new batch. If the operator tries to crimp another lead the LED-display
will show a flashing “0”.
This function secures that leads cannot continue through the process until all leads in a batch is
crimped.
Crimp executing
During the actual crimp motion a flashing “C” is displayed.
The lead positioning
The display action for this function is described in the upcoming chapter Crimping the lead.
Crimping the lead
Depending on the settings on the Auto Crimp Switch the tool will react differently when the lasers
indicates the correct position of the lead.
When the tool is set to manual crimp mode the LED-display shows “IP” (In Position) and the crimp
is executed with the Crimp Button. This mode is used for testing the prototype and not
recommended for lead manufacturing.
When the tool is set to auto crimp mode the LED-display shows a delay countdown when the lead is
correct positioned. The crimp execution will start after the countdown if the lead is in position
during the entire time. This results in a less operator dependent process and the crimp can be
executed without the push of a button.
The crimp feedback
Immediately after a crimp has been performed the operator gets feedback whether or not the crimp
was approved, depending on crimp force and depth. If it was an approved crimp execution, a green
LED indicator lights up and if the crimp execution failed, a red LED indicator lights up, see Figure
6.6.
This function secures quittance to the operator for a correct crimp execution.
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6.1.2

PC interface

In order for the user to make configuration and to perform tests a PC interface has been developed
in the visual programming language LabVIEW. There is no need to use the functions found here
when the tool is used in the manufacturing process, since they are meant for adjustments of the
executed crimp.
This chapter describes the possibilities that the PC interface offers, see Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7 - The PC interface.

1) Current settings
This is the settings for the motor current consumption limit values, defining an approved crimp. The
user can choose between the preset default values or manually set this numbers. The maximum
motor current consumption must fit within the accepted window, defined by the maximum and
minimum values.
2) Crimp Depth settings
It is possible to manually set the crimp depth instead of using the default value. There are limits
programmed into the software to prevent the electric motor from trying to move to a physically
impossible position, which could cause damage to any part of the design. For instance the crimp
depth cannot exceed the zero search position.
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3) Laser settings
This is the settings for the laser limit values, defining correct positioning of the lead. The user can
choose between the preset default values or manually set this numbers. The laser output must fit
within the accepted window to generate an “in position” signal, defined by the maximum and
minimum values.
4) Current consumption
This is the live feedback for the motor current consumption. The graph shows a high resolution plot,
current over time, and the maximum current value registered during each crimp execution is
displayed to the user. There is also a green LED which indicates if the maximum current is within
the approved window.
This function secures the control of crimp force.
5) Laser indicator
This indicator shows the real time value (V) of the laser analog output. There is also a delay-bar for
the auto crimp function as well as a LED which indicates if the tool is set to auto crimp mode.
6) Indent position
This is the live feedback for the position of the indents. The graph shows a high resolution plot,
position over time, and the maximum position value registered during the crimp is displayed to the
user. The plot will start at a negative value which represents the starting position of the indents. The
indents hits the surface area of the lead at position zero and positive position represent crimp depth.
There is also a green LED which indicates if the maximum position is within the approved window.
This function secures the control of crimp depth.
7) LED indicators
The state of these indicators depends on the state of the LEDs described in 4) Current consumption
and 6) Indent position. If both these indicators shows approved values the green LED will light up
and indicate an approved crimp. If one or both, of the current consumption and position indicator,
shows an unapproved value the red LED will light up and indicate a failed crimp.
8) The Batch of leads
The user can choose between entering a batch of leads manually or automatically receive a new
batch when it is entered in PrC, for more information see 6.3.3 PrC.
The batch is crucial to keep the lead counter functional and in order to properly save crimp data.
Every time a new batch is entered the crimp data for the previous batch is saved to Excel, for more
information see 6.3.2 LabVIEW - Saving and reading data
9) Zero Search
This button starts the zero search function which enables the electrical motor to find the position: 0
counts, for more information see 6.5.1 The zero search.
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10) Crimp Button
This button starts the crimp motion if the Auto Crimp Switch is set to manual crimp mode.
11) Lead counter
This indicator shows how many leads that have not been crimp in the current batch.

6.2

The Hardware

This chapter presents the components included in the prototype and the functionality of each one.
6.2.1

Electric motor: JVL MAC050-A1 46W

To power the crimp execution an electrical motor is used. The motor is a brushless servo motor
from JVL, with integrated driver electronics. The servo motor, hall sensor, encoder and electronics
form a closed unit in which the power driver and controller are mounted inside the motor, see
Figure 6.8.
The motor offers different modes of
operation and the specific one used in the
prototype is positioning mode. The position
is expressed in counts, with a range of
±67 000 000 counts. The motor is developed
to be compatible with different programming
languages such as LabVIEW in this specific
operation mode.
The motor is connected to the computer
which controls the crimp tool with a RS-232 Figure 6.8 - The electric motor. [F10]
cable using the COM-port, which handles all
communication between the motor and the pc software. The RS-232 circuit diagram is motor
specific and is found in Appendix 2 - RS-232 circuit diagram.
Motor data of interest:






Rated output at 4000 RPM
Rated torque
Peak torque
Inertia
Weight

46W
0,11 Nm
0,32 Nm
0,075kgcm2
0,6 kg

Due to the 0,11 Nm rated torque a planetary gear is needed in order to produce the torque needed to
execute the crimp.
For more specific motor information see Appendix 3 – JVL MAC050 Technical Data.
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6.2.2

Planetary gear: MECATIX 1057010000

In order to reach the required torque to power the crimp
execution a planetary gear is used to gear up the torque
produced by the motor.
This is a planetary gear, from MECATRIX, which is fully
compatible with the JVL motor and has a ratio of 100:1. With
the rated torque from the motor this gear produces a rated
torque of 11 Nm. If an additional gear-change of at least 1:2 is
present in the transmission, this is enough to execute the
crimp. The gear is showed in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9 - Planetary gear. [F11]

For more specific information about the planetary gear see Appendix 4 – MECATIX 1057010000
Technical Data
6.2.3

The Data Acquisition card: NI USB-6009

To generate and acquire data from the measurement equipment and to
control the interface of the crimp tool, a USB device called NI USB6009, from National Instruments, is connected to the computer that
runs the crimp tool software. This device has analog and digital outand inputs, see Figure 6.10, which communicates with the LabVIEW
software.
The NI USB-6009 A/D converter has a resolution of 14-bit and can to
sample 48 000 times per second. The following functions are
monitored or controlled by the data acquisition card:






6.2.4

Figure 6.10 - The data acquisition
card. [F12]

Motor current consumption measurement.
Laser output measurement.
The LED-display.
The LED-indicators.
The Auto Crimp Switch.
The Crimp Button.
The Laser: LV-H100 & LV-51M

A laser sensor is used to monitor the position of the
lead in the crimp tool. The sensor head, LV-H100 from
Keyence, is a thru beam type sensor, meaning there are
one laser transmitter and one receiver, see Figure 6.11.
The sensor measures the change in light quantity
between the transmitter and the receiver. Benefits of
this sensor type is among others; long-detecting
distance, stable detecting position, opaque objects
detectable regardless of shape or material, powerful
beam etc.
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Figure 6.11 - Laser sensor head. [F13]

In addition to the sensor heads an amplifier is needed, and the specific one used is LV-51M also
from Keyence, see Figure 6.12.
The amplifier is used to power the sensor head and a
number of settings and tasks can be controlled with
the use of the digital display. The amplifier processes
light quantity, measured by the sensor, with a
resolution of 1 in the range of 1 to 3 000.
There are two digital control outputs and one analog
output, which generate a voltage from 1V to 4V
directly proportional to the area of the laser beam.
The circuit diagram for the LV-51M is found in
Appendix 5 - LV-51M circuit diagram.
For more technical information about the laser sensor
and the amplifier see Appendix 6 - LV-H100 & LV51M Technical Data.
6.2.5

Figure 6.12 - Laser amplifier. [F14]

The power supply unit: VANSON SMP-150W

To power the electric motor, the laser sensor and the
LED indicators a power supply unit SMP-150W from
VANSON is used, see Figure 6.13.
Power supply unit data of interest:




Input voltage
Output voltage
Output current

100-240 VAC
Up to 24 VDC
Up to 8,5 A

This transformer is connected to the crimp tool by cable,
making this solution space efficient since the power
supply unit can be placed outside the crimp tool itself.
6.2.6

Figure 6.13 - Power supply unit. [F15]

The power resistors: VTM 206-0 5W 22R 10%

There are 3 power resistors
[1]
which are wired in parallel and gives the total resistance of
(

)

.

[2]

These are connected in series with the power supply to the electric motor and are used to measure
the current consumption of the latter. This is done by measuring the electrical potential difference
over the power resistors.
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6.2.7

The LED-display: Everlight ELD-511HWB

A 2 digit LED-display is used to display information to the operator, see Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14 - LED-display. [F16]

6.2.8

The indicators: Apem Q8P1CXXR24E and Q8P1CXXG24E

To indicate an approved or failed crimp there are two LED
indicators placed on the front of the crimp tool, see Figure 6.15.
The LED indicators are 24 V LEDs and in order to control these
with a 5 V digital signal two transistors are connected in series
with the power supply.
Figure 6.15 - LED indicator. [F17]

6.2.9

The buttons: Apem 13435A+U487 and K3

In order to switch between auto crimp and manual crimp a
toggle switch is used, see Figure 6.16.
When the tool is set to manual crimp mode the crimp is
initiated by an off-on (on is momentarily) push button, see
Figure 6.16.
6.2.10

Hardware summary

Figure 6.16 - Auto crimp switch and crimp
button. [F18]

Table 6.1 shows a summary of the hardware components and the cost of each.
Table 6.1 - Hardware costs.

Component
Motor Driver Electronics
Planetery Gear
Data Acquisition card
Laser sensor
Laser amplifier
Power supply unit
The power resistors
LED display
LED indicators
Buttons

Manufacturer
JVL Industri Elektronik
JVL Industri Elektronik
National Instruments
Keyence
Keyence
Vanson Electronics Ltd.
VTM Ltd.
Everlight
Apem
Apem

Model
MAC00-R1 D-sub Nano PLC
1057-2 100:1 Planetery Gear
NI DAQ USB-6009
LV-H100
LV-51M
SMP-150W
206-0 5W 22R 10%
ELD-511HWB
Q8P1CXXR24E & Q8P1CXXG24E
13435A+U487

Supplier
All Motion Techhnology AB
All Motion Techhnology AB
National Instruments
Metric Industrial AB
Metric Industrial AB
Elfa AB
Elfa AB
Elfa AB
Elfa AB
Elfa AB
Total cost:

Cost (SEK)
1993
1063
2649
6550
4900
586
20
16
99
216
22034

The circuit diagram, for all the electronic connections, is found in Appendix 7 – Circuit diagram.
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6.3

The software

In order to execute the correct crimp, monitor and analyze crimp data, controlling the interface etc.
software development is needed. The software used for the prototype is programmed in LabVIEW
from National Instruments. This is a graphical programming environment which offers integration
with different hardware devices and provides beneficial analysis of data.
6.3.1

The electric motor

The motor powering the crimp execution is configured using two software programs. The
calibration is done in JVL MacTalk and the motor is controlled from LabVIEW.
The MacTalk software is the motor specific software developed by the motor manufactur JVL. In
this software the motor calibrations are made and these specific settings are found in Appendix 8 –
MacTalk calibration.
The software controlling the motor during the use of the crimp tool is programmed in LabVIEW.
Motion commands are sent over the COM-port to the motor and real time position feedback is send
from the motor to the software.
6.3.2

LabVIEW

LabVIEW handles the control of all hardware, analyzes and monitors data as well as running the PC
interface. When the tool is used, an executable file created in the LabVIEW programming
environment, is running on a PC. This computer controls the tool and crimp data can be saved. The
full LabVIEW code is found in Appendix 9 – LabVIEW code.
The following are the main functions of the software.
Motion control
Accessing the motor with the correct COM-port address and parameter number enables the
possibility to control the motor by using commands for position, velocity, acceleration etc. The
different software commands execute crimp motions and the zero search motion.
Analyzing data feedback
The software handles position feedback from the motor and measures the current consumption of
the motor.
With the use of position feedback the software is able to perform tasks in the correct order, related
to the crimp execution.
By analyzing the current consumption of the motor, directly proportional to the generated motor
torque, the software performs tasks such as indicating a correct crimp.
Laser feedback
LabVIEW constantly analyzes the signal from the laser sensor in order to perform different tasks,
such as initiating a crimp execution in auto crimp mode.
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Interface
LabVIEW handles the interface panel on the crimp tool as well as the PC interface for calibration
and settings. For more information see 6.1.2 PC interface.
Saving and reading data
The crimp force and depth are monitored for each individual crimp and is saved to the PC which the
tool is connected to.
6.3.3

PrC

The information system used in the manufacturing at St. Jude Medical is called PrC (Production
Center) from Rockwell Software. This system is developed in the language Peanuts and runs in the
Java environment.
In order to integrate the crimp tool with PrC and establish communication between the two
programs a PrC module was developed. This module can be integrated in the information system
and therefore able to save crimp data to the system.

6.4

Construction

The prototype is designed to be as sturdy and reliable as possible without extending the weight and
size requirements.
6.4.1

The Aluminum Frame

The entire prototype is built around and within an aluminum framework supporting all components
and carries the arisen forces. The aluminum frame consists of 8 different components, mounted
together with M3 screws which are screwed directly into threaded holes in the frame. The frame
components can be found in Table 6.2 and are assembled as can be seen in Figure 6.17.
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Table 6.2 - Components of the aluminum frame.

1. Back Support, 1 piece

5. Front, 1 piece

2. Lengthwise frame, 2 pieces

6. Ball joint support, 1 piece

3. Main Motor support, 1 piece

7. X-holder

4. Indent holder support, 1 piece

8. Bering support
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Figure 6.17 - A view of the aluminum frame and the included parts.

6.4.2

Motor placement

The motor and the planetary gear are attached to
the aluminum frame via the main motor support
component. The motor has additionally support
since it is kept in place in between the two
lengthwise frames, as seen in Figure 6.18.
6.4.3

Figure 6.18 - Motor placement.

The crimp geometry

The crimp is executed similar to the one described in 2.1 Existing crimp tool, where the inner
geometry of the cam transfers the rotational movement to a translational movement of the indents.
The cam
The cam is designed as a slice of a cog wheel, see Figure 6.19, in
order to secure an accurate cog connection.
The cam is milled from an intact gear wheel with the following data of
interest:





Gear teeth:
Module:
Gear wheel width:
Outer diameter:

120
1
8 mm
122 mm

Figure 6.19 - The cam.

The component is hardened to withstand the wear caused by the movement of the indents. The cam
is hardened to HRC 62 according to the Rockwell scale [8].
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The indents
These four parts are the ones which actually apply the crimp
force. The indents perform a linear movement, powered by
the rotation of the cam. They are designed with a rounded
upper edge in order to slide on the inside of the cam, see
Figure 6.20.
Figure 6.20 - The indents.

The indent holder

This is a fixture for the indents, see Figure 6.21, which prevents them from rotating when the cam
rotates.

Figure 6.21 - The indent holder.

Due to this fixture and the inner geometry of the cam the indents perform a linear movement when
the cam rotates around the indent holder, as can be seen in Figure 6.22.

Figure 6.22 - The linear motion of the indents, caused by the rotational movement of the cam.

6.4.4

Tranmission

An axis coupling is attached to the planetary gear axis, tightly secured with angled screws. In the
other end of the coupling a cog wheel is attached, secured with both screws and industrial glue.
Inside this cog wheel, a metal rod is placed. On this rod, a ball bearing is placed to support the
arisen radial forces during the crimp cycle. The transmission is showed in Figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.23 - The transmission.

The rotational movement of the motor is transferred from the small cog wheel to the cam via the
cog connection.
The rounded cogged edge of the cam equals a cog wheel of 120 cogs.

The small cog wheel has 17 cogs.

This gives a gear ratio of
[3]

.

A gear ratio of no larger than 7 is recommended to secure a beneficial cog transmission [9]. Due to
the low rotation speed used in the crimp tool, a gear ratio near the maximum limit is acceptable.
With the rated torque from the planetary gear,
the rotational torque of the cam is

, and the cog transmission gear ratio,
.

[4]

This torque is about three times bigger than the torque needed to power the crimp, according to 4.
Preliminary test of crimp process.
6.4.5

Clamp, locator stop and indent holder

These fixtures secure a correct position of the lead inside the crimp tool and enable the possibility to
have the crimp support stylet fastened at all times.
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The Clamp
This part is used to fasten the crimp support stylet inside
the crimp tool. The clamp is spring loaded which makes
it easy for the operator to release it and replace the crimp
support stylet.
The clamp is made up by three individual parts; the back
part with a recessed track (1 in Figure 6.24), the spring
loaded clamp (2 Figure 6.24) and the front part (3 in
Figure 6.24) ensuring the distance to the cam.
When the clamp is in rest (1 Figure 6.25), it forces the
crimp support stylet towards the edges of the holes on the Figure 6.24 - Exploded view of the clamp assembly.
back and front part, keeping it in place. Once the clamp is
released (2 Figure 6.25) by the operator, the hole is opened and the crimp support stylet is easily
taken out or replaced.

Figure 6.25 - The clamp spring loaded (1) and released (2).

The locator stop
This part is the bottom of the crimp barrel. It is used as a fixture for the lead when it reaches the
final position inside the crimp barrel, see Figure 6.26

Figure 6.26 - The locator stop.

The locator stop has a cylindrical hole which is 1.1 mm deep and with the diameter 1.8 mm. When
the lead is placed and bottomed inside this hole, it is in the exact correct crimp position.
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Mounting the parts
The locator stop is placed within the clamp assembly, and the indent holder is mounted on top of
the locator stop. All components are centered on an axial line. This package is attached to the indent
holder support part of the aluminum frame, as seen in Figure 6.27.

Figure 6.27 - Clamp, locator stop and indent holder assembly.

The screw holes in the indent holder support part are threaded and M3 screws tightly secure the
components position. The force applied by the screws secures that the friction between these parts is
big enough to prevent any part from rotating during the crimp process.
6.4.6

Laser placement

The lasers are placed right above the crimp barrel and in line with the center of the barrel in order to
correctly measure the lead position, see Figure 6.28.

Figure 6.28 - The prototype front without the casing, showing the laser position.
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It is important that the lasers can measure exactly when the
inner ring of the lead connector boot interrupts the light.
Therefore the laser must be placed at an exact height from
the bottom of the crimp barrel in order to indicate the inner
ring at the same time that the lead reaches the bottom of the
locator stop. The solution for this problem is accurate
positioning of the lasers with the use of spring loaded
screws, see Figure 6.29.
6.4.7

Figure 6.29 - The laser attached to the aluminum
frame, using spring loaded screws.

Physical stop for the zero search function

The electrical motor needs a physical stop in order to find position zero, see 6.5 Function for more
information. This stop occurs when the cam rotates until it hits an aluminum block fastened in the
front of the frame, marked A in Figure 6.30.

Figure 6.30 - The aluminum block, marked A.

This block stops the rotation of the cam before the indents presses against each other. The
positioning of this stop is also set to not interfere in the crimp process.
The casing
The casing is made from ABS-M30 plastic and was printed as a free form model with FDM (Fused
deposition modeling) technology. It consists of four individual parts and each part is attached to the
aluminum frame with four M3 screws. The casing is displayed from the side in Figure 6.31.

Figure 6.31 - The casing.
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6.4.8

The crimp tool assembly

The motor and planetary gear is placed in the aluminum frame and the axis coupling along with the
cog wheel is attached to the planetary gear. The clamp assembly, the locator stop and the indent
holder are mounted on the part of the frame called indent holder support, see 1 in Figure 6.32

Figure 6.32 - The tool assembly.

The indents and the cam are then placed in position, see 2 in Figure 6.32
The frame front, x-holder, ball joint support and bearing support are then tightly fastened, see 3 in
Figure 6.32
The lasers are accurately placed in the correct height with the spring loaded screws. The bearing
and the metal rod is placed in the bearing holder, see 4 in Figure 6.32.
All the electronic, wiring, indicators and the ball joint fixture are installed. The back part of the
casing is attached to the back end. The LabVIEW card, the laser amplifier and the power circuit
board with the power resistors are all attached to the aluminum frame, as seen in Figure 6.33.
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Figure 6.33 - The interior of the prototype; Power circuit (1), Laser amplifier (2), LabVIEW card (3).

The casing is then put in place, attaching the button, auto crimp switch, the LEDs and the LEDdisplay before mounting the casing to the aluminum frame.

6.5

Function

This chapter will go through the crimp process step by step and explain the function of every active
part of the prototype during each step.
6.5.1

The zero search

The electric motor does not have the possibility to save or remember it’s position when the power is
shut down. Therefore this operation is performed in order to secure the same zero position every
time the tool is used. The zero search motion is executed automatically every time the tool software
boots. The command for this motion is sent from LabVIEW while the configuration for the zero
search is done in MacTalk, see Appendix 8 – MacTalk calibration.
When the motion is executed the motor rotates in negative direction with the velocity 300 rpm. The
cam will eventually reach the build in physical stop, the motion will stop and the motor torque will
reach the preset trip level. Position zero will be set at this position. The motor will then move away
from the collision point and back again. Finally the motor will move to 70 000 counts, which is the
offset from the zero position where the tool is set to ready mode.
6.5.2

The Laser sensor

This sensor has an analog output which reaches from 1 – 4 V and the data acquisition card
processes the signal. When there is no object interrupting the laser the analog output is 4 V, and
when there is no light passing from the transmitter to the receiver the output is 1 V.
When the lead enters the crimp barrel, the laser output value starts to decline. The lasers are
mounted and calibrated to be positioned exactly in line with the inner ring when the lead fully
reaches the bottom in the locator stop. At this exact moment the analog output has a value of ~2,8 V
and this is registered in the software through the data acquisition card. Correct position is verified
by the laser analog output of
2,7 V < Laser analog output < 2,85 V.
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6.5.3

The initiation of the crimp

The tool is in ready mode and the crimp execution can be initiated in two ways. This selection is
done by switching the Auto Crimp Switch.
Crimp button
The auto crimp switch is set to manual crimp and the crimp can be initiated by pushing the crimp
button, located on the tool.
When the lead is correctly positioned in the crimp barrel the LED-display indicates “IP” which is
short for “In Position”. When the crimp is in motion a flashing “C” is showed on the LED-display.
Automatic crimp switch
The auto crimp switch is set to auto crimp and the crimp execution is initialized by positioning the
lead correctly in the tool.
When the laser indicates correct positioning, a delay of 0,8 seconds is started to ensure that the lead
stays in position before the crimp. The delay is shown to the operator on the LED-display to
indicate that the crimp is about to start. If the lead is taken out of the laser range during the delay,
the crimp process will not initiate, but if it stays put the crimp will initiate after the 0,8 seconds.
6.5.4

The crimp motion

As soon as the crimp is initiated the motor receives a command to move to a specific position
(default 28840 counts / 47 µm) with the velocity 3000 rpm. This is the crimp depth, for more
information see 6.5.5 The crimp depth. At the exact same time the monitoring of position and
current consumptions starts.
When the motor reaches the desired position, the software stops the monitoring of position and
current consumptions. Because of this, the crimp data will only contain the important data during
the time the tool is actually crimping, not when it reopens. The opening sequence is there after
initiated and the motor receives a command to move to position 70 000 counts.
When the motor reaches the position 70 000 counts (ready mode position) the motor is set to
passive mode and data handling starts.
The requirements for an approved crimp are set according to the tests presented in chapter 7.
Results.
The default requirements for an approved crimp are:
28820 counts / 234,7 µm < Crimp Depth < 28860 counts / 235,3 µm
0,52 A < Current Consumption < 0,6 A
If these two requirements are met, the interface indicates an approved crimp. If they are not met the
interface indicates a crimp failure. The crimp data for this single crimp is temporarily saved in the
software.
The crimp tool is yet again set to ready mode.
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6.5.5

The crimp depth

To execute a crimp, the motor needs to receive a position command in counts relative to the motor
zero position. In order for the user to enter a crimp depth in µm, relative to the surface area of the
lead, the value of the position command needs to be calculated.
The software uses four different parameters for positioning of the motor:





Offset (O), default 70 000 counts, this is the position when the crimp tool is open.
Lead Radius (LR), constant = 42 000 counts / 750 µm, this is the radius of the connector pin
before crimp.
Final Destination (FD), default 28840 counts, this is the position command which the motor
needs to execute the crimp.
Crimp Depth (CD), default 235µm, this is the crimp depth from the surface area of the lead
that the user can enter.

The parameters are showed in Figure 6.34.

Figure 6.34 - Crimp depth parameters.

This gives the following equations:
[5]

For instance, FD (counts) is calculated using the default CD (µm):
[6]
Notice that the conversion from counts to µm is an estimation to give the user a more suitable
feeling for the crimp depth.
The estimation is based on a linear relation, see Equation 6, between the position of the motor
(counts) and the position of the indents (µm). Furthermore, the 42 000 counts which are suppose to
represent the radius of the connector pin, is relative to the zero position of the motor, and not the
rotational center of the connector pin. In reality the relation between the motor and the indent
position probably is more complex then this estimation.
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6.5.6

The indicators

The function for the LED indicators is executed after each single crimp. If the crimp was approved
the green LED will light up for 5 seconds. If there was a failed crimp the red LED will light up until
a new crimp is performed.
6.5.7

The lead counter

On the LED-display a lead counter constantly shows how many leads that have not been crimped in
the current batch.
Every time a crimp is registered the software subtracts one lead from the lead counter. When the
counter reaches zero it will be impossible to execute another crimp until a new batch is entered. If
the operator tries to initiate a crimp when all leads in the current batch has been crimped the LEDdisplay will show a flashing “0”.
6.5.8

PrC communication

The PrC module for the crimp tool is a java program which communicates with the LabVIEW
application through .txt files.
PrC updates the file C:\LabVIEW\PrC_Write.txt when the operator enters a new batch. This enables
the crimp tool to receive the new batch.
PrC receive data from the file C:\LabVIEW\PrC_Read.txt. After each single crimp this file is
updated in order for PrC to save the data to the system.
These functions enables a two way communication between the tool software and PrC.
6.5.9

Entering a batch of leads

The software is always aware of the specific batch of leads that is currently being processed. The
total number of leads in the batch is essential to keep the lead counter functional and thereby secure
that every lead is crimped. The name of the batch is saved along with the crimp data to ensure
traceability.
The software updates the batch ID every five seconds to investigate if a new batch has been entered
from PrC. If a new batch is entered the lead counter is updated, which again enables the crimp
function, and the crimp data is saved to Excel.
The entering of a new batch can also be performed manually via the PC interface.
6.5.10

Saving crimp data

After each crimp the .txt file which communicates with PrC is updated with maximum crimp depth
and maximum current consumption.
Every time a new batch is entered the crimp data from the previous batch is saved to Excel. The
new Excel file is created in C:\LabVIEW\Excel with a named based on the Batch ID and the current
time and date. For example: BatchID_Date_2011-01-24_Time-19-48-54(h-m-s).xls.
The Excel file contains the following crimp data:


Batch ID.
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Number of leads in batch.
Time and date.
Crimp status for every lead. OK or Failed.
Maximum crimp depth for every lead.
Motor maximum current consumption for every lead.
Motor current consumption raw data for every lead.

An example file is seen in Figure 6.35.
Batch ID: Batch_1888
Number of Leads in Batch: 4
Crimp Executed: 2011-02-07_Time-18-31-28(h-m-s)
Crimp Status
OK
OK
OK
Crimped to Maximum Depth [mm]

OK

0,235
0,235
0,235
Motor Maximum Current Values [A]

0,235

0,57
0,566
0,549
Motor Current Values, Raw Data [A]

0,54

0,131

0,128

0,128

0,13

0,208

0,204

0,203

0,204

0,241

0,241

0,241

0,241

0,197

0,195

0,197

0,194

0,195

0,195

0,192

0,194

0,193

0,192

0,193

0,192

0,347

0,331

0,323

0,32

0,57

0,566

0,549

0,54

0,498

0,503

0,494

0,48

0,298

0,31

0,295

0,285

0,227

0,226

0,219

0,214

Figure 6.35 - Crimp data in an Excel datasheet.

The motor current consumption raw data is a vector with the size 11. The reason for the low
resolution of this array is to save computer memory when creating the Excel file. The 11 elements
in this array are each a maximum value from 1000 measurement point. During the crimp executing
the software registers 11 000 values from the motor current consumption input. Out of this high
resolution array the 11 maximum values, from 11 different segments of the array, are picked out
and saved to Excel. Because of this solution there is no chance of losing vital information, since the
maximum values are always saved, and computer memory is saved which makes the program run
more smoothly.
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7 Results
7.1

Meeting the requirements

The results in this master thesis are presented as to what degree the specification of requirements
has been met. In this chapter each requirement is presented individually, followed by the test results
supporting each solution.
7.1.1


Must
The crimp connection must be able to hold an axial load of 14 N
o The crimp connection, with default crimp depth, withstands 57 N in an axial pull
test. This is the mean value of 5 pull tests.



Maximum weight of 7 kg
o The weight of the prototype is 4,9 kg including the ball joint fixture.



All used materials must be approved to be used in SJM’s clean rooms
o The prototype is assumed to meet this requirement since the only surfaces facing the
room is the one of the casing and the crimp area. The casing can easily be wiped
clean with cleanser and the crimp area is identical to the existing crimp tool.



Maintenance free in regard to lipid lubricants
o The prototype does not need any lubricants to function properly.



Control of crimp depth
o The crimp depth can be controlled by determining the motor’s counts. This value is
set and read via the pc interface.



Control of applied crimp force
o The torque generated by the motor is direct proportional to the motor’s current
consumption. This current consumption is monitored and can be read in the pc
interface.



Able to control that all components of the crimp is present
o Controlling the crimp depth and crimp force makes it possible to determine if all
components of the lead are present or not.



Crimp cannot be executed if the lead is not correctly positioned
o The lasers positioned directly outside the crimp area controls the position of the lead.
The crimp tool will only execute a crimp if the lasers indicate that the lead is correct
positioned.
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0, 5 – 3 mm diametrical crimp area
o The diametrical crimp area is 0,2 – 5 mm.



Quittance to operator for correct executed crimp
o The crimp tool measures the crimp depth and applied crimp force to determine if the
executed crimp is approved or not. A green LED light indicates an approved crimp
execution and a red LED light indicates a disapproved crimp execution.



Lead time (from correct positioned lead to executed crimp) no more than 5 sec
o The total time from correct positioned lead with auto crimp enabled is ~1,8 seconds,
where the actual crimp time is ~1 second and the auto crimp delay is 0,8 seconds.
With auto crimp disabled the lead time is ~1 second.



Crimp force and crimp depth saved to memory for every executed crimp
o After every completed batch an excel document is created with crimp data for every
executed crimp. This document contains applied crimp force, crimp depth, batch ID
and the current time and date.



A stylet crimp support must be placeable in fixture and removable from lead after
executed crimp
o The clamp makes it possible to place and remove a stylet crimp support in the crimp
tool. This clamp holds the stylet in place when the lead is to be removed after
executed crimp, making it possible to remove the stylet from the lead.

7.1.2


Should
Designed for Maintenance (DFM)
o The prototype is not constructed for frequent disassembling. Every part of the
prototype is however detachable and all parts are held together with M3 screws.



Adjustable crimp depth
o The crimp depth can be set through the pc interface by entering desired crimp depth
in mm.



Leads cannot continue through the process until all leads in a batch is crimped
o When a batch is entered the number of leads in that batch is registered. The number
of leads remaining in the batch is displayed on the crimp tool as well as on the pc
interface. The display counts down for every approved crimp execution.



Data logging integrated with PrC
o The software can import from, and export data to PrC. It has not been tested with the
actual system in the clean room, but with a standalone PrC module using the same
interface and format as the PrC in the clean rooms.
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Connect saved data to a specific lead through ID-tracking
o The data being saved cannot be connected to a specific lead, only to a specific batch,
normally containing 10-12 leads.



Real time visualization of crimp data
o Crimp depth and applied force (measured in current consumption of the motor) is
visualized in the live feedback window in the pc interface for every executed crimp.
The two graphs have time as the x-axis.

7.2

Tests

The functionality of the prototype should theoretically work well and early tests performed in test
rigs, see 4. Preliminary tests of crimp process, showed promising results. This chapter presents
results of the tests performed with the final prototype.
7.2.1

Zero search

The setting of the zero position of the electrical motor, after each power shutdown, is essential to
ensure a correct and repeatable crimp. The problem occurs if the zero position if set a few µm
different than usual and a crimp is performed. This would result in a different crimp depth as well
as different motor current consumption.
Since the motor is extremely accurate in position the challenge is to create a physical stop which
will result in the exact same zero position every time.
Before choosing the block fastened in the aluminum frame as the stop, other possibilities were
tested. One of these was a concept when the motor rotated until the crimp barrel was fully closed
and the indents pressed against each other. But in the end, the solution that showed the most
repeatable results was the block fastened in the aluminum frame.
Force measurement repeatability
Testing the zero positioning is quite complex since there are extremely little differences in position.
The test that showed most repeatable results was to perform the actual crimp, with components
included, execute the zero search function in between crimps and thereafter examine the crimp
force. The tests data for the zero searches is presented below.
Test description
This test was performed to investigate the repeatability of the zero search function of the electrical
motor.
The power to the motor was shut off and then back on. The zero search motion was executed and a
new zero position was set for the motor. The crimp was executed, to a crimp depth of 235µm
(default), and the motor current consumption was measured. The connector pin was the only
component crimped, to minimize the sources of error. Then this process was repeated.
Test results
A total of 50 connector pins were crimped and the normal distribution of maximum crimp force is
seen in Graph 7.1.
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Graph 7.1 - Zero search test, normal distribution of maximum crimp force.




Mean: 0,469 A
Standard deviation: 0,007 A

Test evaluation
The result shows that this zero search gives repeatable current consumption measurements.
7.2.2

The definition of a failed crimp

In order to perform meaningful tests when studying crimp force and depth the definition of a failed
crimp needs to be clear. In the following tests, a failed crimp is defined as a crimp of an assembly
which does not contain the crimp core. These types of failed assemblies should be detected during
the tests.
7.2.3

Pull test

To ensure that the default crimp depth equals an approved crimp connection
according to SJM standards, pull tests were performed. The pull tests were
performed with a modified crimp connections where the connector pin was
cut 3 mm from the outer end, see Figure 7.1. The connector pin was cut to
ensure that it was the crimp connection withstanding the load and not the
Figure 7.1 - Connector
inner edge of the connector pi, see Figure 7.2. A correct crimp connection
pin, cut for pull tests.
must withstand an axial load of 14 N. Seven pull tests were performed and
showed very similar results, with a mean value of 57 N, which meets the requirement with a large
margin.

Figure 7.2 - Inner edge of connector pin, marked with A
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7.2.4

Crimp force and depth

These are the two parameters that are supposed to approve or fail a specific crimp.
The goal is to find a good crimp depth which gives a repeatable value of the crimp force. In this
way the motor feedback can confirm the correct crimp depth and the electric motor current
consumption can confirm the crimp force.
The relation between the two parameters
In order to find a crimp depth for further testing, a test was set up when components were crimped
hard and the crimp force was evaluated. The goal with this test was to investigate the relationship
between crimp force and depth.
Test description
Ten crimps were executed with a full assembly and ten crimps were executed without the crimp
core. Crimp depth was set to 295 µm which represents a very deep crimp.
Test results
The plot, showing the mean value of the electric motor current consumption for the ten crimps, is
shown in Graph 7.2.

Graph 7.2 - Mean values of the ten crimp of each assembly. Current consumption over time.

The plot shows that the crimp force raises along with the crimp depth all trough the crimp
execution. The crimp force declines, at time ~0,8 s, when the tool stops crimping.
Test evaluation
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The difference in force, between the full
assembly and the one missing crimp core
becomes more and more distinct the
deeper the crimp is. Because of this, a
deep crimp would successfully secure the
force measurement to indicate a failed
crimp. The problem with a very deep
crimp is that the crimp connection
(connector pin, crimp core and coil) cannot
be removed from the crimp support stylet
because of the great plastic deformations. Graph 7.3 - Area of focus, referring to crimp force.
Therefore it is preferred to keep the crimp
depth as shallow as possible, but still have the window of difference in crimp force between an
approved and a failed crimp.
The following test presented in this chapter will focus on the area marked in Graph 7.3. Because of
this, the crimps will be crimped to a motor current consumption around ~0,5 A.
Crimp force measurement, test no. 1 & 2
Test 1 and 2 are quantitative tests to a crimp depth of 235 µm and 228 µm. The speed of the electric
motor is set to 3000 rpm.
Test no. 1 & 2 hypothesis




The crimp force can be used to secure whether or not all components are present in the
assembly.
The crimp connection can be removed from the crimp support stylet after a performed
crimp.
The crimp force does not very much, from time to time, when the assembly is the same.

Test no.1 & 2 description





A quantitative test with crimp execution of full assemblies and assemblies without crimp
core.
Zero search function executed in between crimps to test the repetitive of the crimp depth.
Crimp depth for Test no. 1, 235 µm.
Crimp depth for Test no. 2, 228 µm.

Test no. 1 results, 235 µm
The normal distribution of maximum crimp force, full assembly, is seen in Graph 7.4.
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Graph 7.4 - 235 µm depth, full assembly, normal distribution of maximum crimp force.




Mean: 0,521 A
Standard deviation: 0,013 A

The normal distribution of maximum crimp force, without crimp core, is seen in Graph 7.5.

Graph 7.5 - 235 µm depth, without crimp core, normal distribution of maximum crimp force.




Mean: 0,468 A
Standard deviation: 0,010 A

Test no. 2 results, 228 µm
The normal distribution of maximum crimp force, full assembly, is seen in Graph 7.6.
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Graph 7.6 - 228 µm depth, full assembly, normal distribution of maximum crimp force.




Mean: 0,507 A
Standard deviation: 0,012 A

The normal distribution of maximum crimp force, without crimp core, is seen in Graph 7.7.

Graph 7.7 - 228 µm depth, without crimp core, normal distribution of maximum crimp force.




Mean: 0,456 A
Standard deviation: 0,009 A

Test evaluation
Both tests (235 µm & 228 µm) shows a window of crimp force were a failed crimp can be detected.
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For the deeper crimp depth, 235 µm, the difference in mean value between an approved and a failed
crimp is
.

[7]

The smallest window of maximum crimp force between the two assemblies is
(

)

(

)

.

[8]

For the shallower crimp depth, 228 µm, the difference in mean value between an approved and a
failed crimp is
.

[9]

The smallest window of maximum crimp force between the two assemblies is
(

)

(

)

.

[10]

These results is discussed in 8.3 Crimp force/depth relationship.
Crimp force measurement, test no. 3
Since
and
were quite small, another test was performed were the motor
speed was reduced significantly. The crimp depth was also shallower, in order to achieve a more
suitable crimp depth.
Test no. 3 hypothesis
By reducing the speed of the electric motor, the window of maximum crimp force between the two
assemblies shall increase.
Test no. 3 description





A test with crimp execution of 12 full assemblies and 12 assemblies without crimp core.
Zero search function executed in between crimps to test the repetitive of the crimp depth.
Crimp depth set to 190 µm.
Motor velocity set to 500 rpm.

Test no. 3 results



Mean value of maximum crimp force, full assembly: 0,28 A.
Mean value of maximum crimp force, without crimp core : 0,23 A.

These values result in a mean window, of maximum crimp force, between the two assemblies
.

[11]

This window is of significant size, compared to the mean values of the maximum crimp force.
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Crimp depth
The crimp depth has been monitored during all of the tests presented in this chapter.
Test evaluation
The requirements for an approved crimp is ± ~0,3 µm from the desired crimp depth (default 235
µm), see 6.5.4 The crimp motion. A total of 192 crimps were executed during the tests and the
position feedback from the motor was analyzed. The results were:



Approved crimp depth: 192.
Failed crimp depth: 0.

A suitable crimp depth
The force measurement tests no. 1 & 2 were set up, using a certain crimp depth, in order to find a
difference in crimp force for an incomplete assembly, see 7.2.3 Crimp force and depth – The
relation between the two parameters. During these quantitative tests, there were problems removing
the crimp connecting from the crimp support stylet. The built in clamp did not manage to hold on to
the crimp support stylet when the connection was removed and sometimes the use of tools were
necessary.
Force measurement test no. 3 was set to a much more suitable crimp depth than the other two tests.
There was no problem removing the crimp support stylet from the connection.

7.3

Budget

The project started with a budget of 100 000 SEK. Table 7.1 shows all the expenses during the
project.
Table 7.1 - Project budget.

Project Budget
Type of item
Hardware

Components
Construction

Casing

Components not used
Various items

Component
Motor Driver Electronics
Planetery Gear
Data Acquisition card
Laser sensor
Laser amplifier
Power supply unit
The power resistors
LED display
LED indicators
Buttons
Connector pin
Crimp core
Cog wheels
Hardening
Springs
Wheel bearing
Casing
Paint job
Stickers
Torque sensor
Various components
Cabling etc.
Various components

Manufacturer
JVL Industri Elektronik
JVL Industri Elektronik
National Instruments
Keyence
Keyence
Vanson Electronics Ltd.
VTM Ltd.
Everlight
Apem
Apem
Accelent
Accelent
Mekanex Maskin AB
Järfälla Härdverkstad
Soderman industrifjedrer A/S
SKF
Digital Mechanics
Digital Mechanics
www.stickit.se
Fast Technology AB
-

Model
MAC00-R1 D-sub Nano PLC
1057-2 100:1 Planetery Gear
NI DAQ USB-6009
LV-H100
LV-51M
SMP-150W
206-0 5W 22R 10%
ELD-511HWB
Q8P1CXXR24E & Q8P1CXXG24E
13435A+U487
100014148, DRW# 50030568
100031455, DRW# 50034771
15020-S17 & 15120-S12
Karbonering 1700
10800
625-2RS1
Custom made
Custom made
Custom made
4361302
-
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Supplier
All Motion Techhnology AB
All Motion Techhnology AB
National Instruments
Metric Industrial AB
Metric Industrial AB
Elfa AB
Elfa AB
Elfa AB
Elfa AB
Elfa AB
Accelent
Accelent
Mekanex Maskin AB
Järfälla Härdverkstad
Soderman industrifjedrer A/S
Elfa AB
Digital Mechanics
Digital Mechanics
www.stickit.se
CA Mätteknik
Elfa AB
Total cost:
Project budget:
Result:

Cost (SEK)
1993
1063
2649
6550
4900
586
20
16
99
216
25900
1015
1037
700
564
94
9024
6300
590
5500
453
807
1200
71276
100000
28724

8 Discussion
This chapter presents and discusses how the prototype would change the current crimp process.
Improvements and problems with the prototype are elucidated.

8.1

Improving the crimp process

Compared to the current crimp process, the prototype offers a number of new functions. These
improvements will make the operator´s work easier, secure a more reliable crimp and create the
possibility for process traceability.
Features which improve the operators working conditions are the automatic crimp execution and the
clamp for the crimp support stylet. The components are easier mounted on the crimp support stylet
and there is no need to execute the crimp with the foot pedal. This improves the ergonomic aspect
of the crimp station. In addition to this, the crimp is less operator dependent since the tool
automatically detects correct lead positioning, a green light indicates an approved crimp and the
display keep track of the number of leads in the batch. These functions will act as a safety for the
operator to ensure a well performed job.
The saving of crimp data creates the possibility for development engineers to monitor the crimp
process. Analyzing the collected data could result in further development of the process, and the
process traceability leads to competitive advantage on the market. The information management
works very well in the prototype and the communication with PrC is a useful feature for the
manufacturing process.
The detection of lead positioning in the crimp barrel, using the laser sensors, works very well. The
tool will not indicate a correct lead position even if the lead enters the crimp barrel with an angle. If
the lead touches the outer edge of the locator stop, the operator could mistake it for the crimp barrel
bottom, which is an incorrect lead position. Fortunately the laser will not make this mistake. In
summary, the lead positioning function works well but there have not been thorough quantitative
testing. The laser is supposed to detect a very small axial movement of the lead and because of the
lack of testing, the repeatability of this function cannot be guaranteed.

8.2

Motor position

The position of the indents, performing the crimp, is in direct relation to the position of the motor.
The resolution of the motor position (about 50 000 steps when executing a crimp) is high enough
for the task, and tests shows that the demanded crimp depth is reached every time, see 7.2.4 Crimp
force and depth.
The possibility to manually adjust the crimp depth by entering the crimp depth digitally, which the
prototype offers, is a great setting for research and development. Furthermore, this function saves a
lot of lead time when the settings of a specific tool shall be changed. When this is done for the
current crimp tool, it must be disassembled multiple times to set the right crimp depth which takes
about half an hour.
One inescapable problem with the positioning of this type of electric motor is that it loses its
position when the power is shut off. The zero search function in the prototype works satisfying
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according to test results, see 7.2.1 Zero search, but the repeatability of this test is hard to guarantee.
In order to reach the very exact crimp depth, the zero search function needs to have the same
precision. The number of components, which affects the zero search, are perhaps a few too many in
the prototype.

8.3

Crimp force/depth relationship

This chapter will discuss the results presented in 7.2.4 Crimp force and depth.
8.3.1

Approving a crimp at a suitable crimp depth

According to the test results there is a problem to execute a crimp to a suitable depth and
simultaneously be able to approve the crimp by analyzing the crimp force. The difference between
an incomplete and a correct assembly is easy to detect with a deep crimp depth, but in order to
remove the crimp connection from the crimp support stylet these depth cannot be used.
Crimp force measurement, test no. 1 & 2
A crimp resulting in the motor current consumption
[12]
[13]
is not optimal concerning crimp depth, which were 235 µm and 228 µm.
When studying Graph 7.3, the two plots separate at a the point of current consumption of ~0,44 A.
This means that the required crimp force must be larger than 0.44 A to make it possible to
distinguish an incomplete assembly from a complete. A larger crimp force leads to a larger crimp
depth. The problem is that a larger crimp depth than the one representing a current consumption of
~0.52 A (crimp depth approximately 230µm), makes it hard to remove the crimp stylet from the
crimp connection.
In addition to the problem described above, the crimp force difference windows
[14]
[15]
are considered too narrow to guarantee that this measurement technique, as it is configured in the
prototype, is able to detect an incomplete assembly at all times.
Crimp force measurement, test no. 3
This test showed great results concerning crimp depth and the maximum crimp force difference
window:
.

[16]

Reducing the speed of the motor resulted in a more defined crimp force difference between the
assemblies. Because of this, a shallower crimp depth could be used and the crimp connection was
easily removed from the support stylet.
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8.3.2

Modifications

The concept of approving the crimp with this measurement technique is considered good. The tests
show promising results and further development of the prototype should result in a secure crimp
process.
For instance, if the diameter of the crimp support stylet is reduces, the force windows
and
increase greatly and there is no problem removing the crimp connection from the
support stylet. Tests have been performed where a crimp support stylet with the diameter 0,41 mm,
instead of the standard 0,44 mm, have been used and these tests improved the functionality of the
crimp tool significantly. There are a couple of problems, which will not be further described, if a
component is to be replaced in the manufacturing process but this could be done over time.
Because of the resources provided and the short time span of this project, it is very likely that the
force measurement equipment could be designed to be more precise. The prototype test results are
promising and there should be no problem to secure an approved crimp with a more sensitive force
measurement. Referring to the test performed in 3. Preliminary tests of crimp process, it is possible
that the force measurement in this equipment was more precise, and therefore shows better results.

8.4

Component redesign

If the components which are processed in the crimp tool were developed in cooperation with the
development of the crimp tool the features could improve substantially.
As mentioned in 8.3.2 Modifications, a large force difference window and an easily removed crimp
stylet was possible with a crimp stylet with a diameter of 0,41 mm. This means that the relationship
between the crimp core inner radius and the size of crimp stylet is important to find a large
difference window without affecting the stylet removal process.
The tests performed with the prototype shows that a crimp depth with a large force difference
window needs a rather deep crimp. If the wall thickness of the connector pin is slightly reduced the
influence of the crimp core will be greater and the difference window will be larger. This redesign
could possibly improve the crimp process.

8.5

Meeting the requirements

The prototype has the functions needed to meet all of the requirements classified as must. The tool
also successfully executes all these functions, with the exceptions described in 8.3.1 Approving a
crimp at a suitable crimp depth. More testing and calibration is needed to fully confirm that the
prototype meets the requirements:



Quittance to operator for correct executed crimp
Able to control that all components of the crimp is present

Notice though, that the functions to meet these requirements are present in the tool and that the
quantitative tests performed gives a result that fulfills these requirements.
The prototype also meets most of the requirements classified as should, including the very
important requirements concerning adjustable crimp depth and integration with PrC.
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8.6

Reaching the project goal

The project goal to develop an “intelligent” crimp tool equipped with functions which allow quality
control is considered reached. In comparison to the current crimp tool, the prototype offers a great
number of improvments.
After this study of the crimp process and after presenting the possible feature of a new tool, it is
strongly recommended for St. Jude Medical to take this process one step further and implement a
new crimp tool in the manufacturing of pacemaker leads.
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9 Further development
This chapter presents the recommendation and main aspect which are to be considered when
development the prototype further.

9.1

Zero search

The type of servo motor that is used in the prototype is extremely accurate and this is necessary in
order to achieve the exact crimp depth. But the accuracy of the motor is dependent on the zero
search and this function should be thoroughly designed in further development. The crimp depth
cannot be validated if the zero search function is inaccurate or unrepeatable.
A recommendation is to reduce the number of components, for example the transmission, which
affects the zero search. Another solution is to install a standalone position feedback such as a
potentiometer.

9.2

More sensitive force measurement equipment

The crimp force measurement could be more sensitive in order to approve a correct crimp
connection every single time. The concept works but it needs to be more accurate because of the
very small differences in crimp force.
The recommendation is to design a better current consumption measurement or install a standalone
torque sensor.

9.3

Standalone controller

Instead of controlling the crimp tool with the use of a PC, the tool could run as a standalone unit.
This could be done by integrating a programmable logic controller with the prototype. Saving data
could be done via network communication.

9.4

Physical features

According to the preliminary tests, the required torque to execute a rotational crimp is about 20 Nm.
The motor used in the prototype generates a crimp torque of 77 Nm through the current gear ratio.
Therefore a much smaller motor, or a smaller planetary gear, could be used in the tool, reducing the
physical size and weight substantially. The ergonomically aspects of the tool should also be
investigated thoroughly in the next development phase.
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Appendix 1 – Gantt
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Appendix 2 - RS-232 circuit diagram

[http://www.jvl.dk/files/pdf/lb047gb.pdf]
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Appendix 3 – JVL MAC050 Technical Data

[http://jvl.dk/files/pdf/ld043gb.pdf]
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Appendix 4 – MECATIX 1057010000 Technical Data

[http://www.mecatix.ch/PDF/1057.pdf]
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Appendix 5 - LV-51M circuit diagram

[http://www.keyence.com/dwn/lv_general_ka.pdf]
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Appendix 6 - LV-H100 & LV-51M Technical Data

[http://www.keyence.com/dwn/lv_general_ka.pdf]
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Appendix 7 – MacTalk calibration
The motor uses a setting called Zero search in order to find the position: 0, after the power has been
off. This setting is found under the Main tab in the MacTalk interface.
The following settings are made to configure Zero search:







Zero search mode: Torque
This selects the mechanical zero search mode. The Zero search will start searching for Zero
until a mechanical collision occurs. The point at which the motor torque is equal to the
specified value of the Zero search torque (15 %) is defined as the zero position.
Zero search position: 0 Counts
This is a optional offset after the zero search is complete.
Zero search velocity: 300 RPM
This defines the velocity used during Zero search. The sign of the specified velocity defines
the zero search direction
Zero search torque: 15 %
This is the percentage of the maximum motor torque which is used as the trip level when the
zero position is reached.
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Appendix 8 – Circuit diagram
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Appendix 9 – LabVIEW code
Full LabVIEW code.
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Top left, zoom in.
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Bottom left, zoom in.
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Top right, zoom in.
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Bottom right, zoom in.
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